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CHAPTER I 
IN'I'RODUCTION .:lliD I'HE i!EVI~H OF LIT'.J:R!SURE 
1ne effectiveness o£ any instructional program in an 
elementary school is very closely related to the manner in 
\vhich supervisory and administrative personnel , re able to 
s; ruction of chil0_ren. 'l11is Vt•ry impo:::-tant '>-:orkin~ rel2tion-
ship could probably net become. realized \·lithout various 
meetings. In spite c:Z sone ~-ositive feeling £or ~roup 
mceti112:s, there i::: still a r;rcat c~eal oZ indifference on the 
part of teache.rs to :3roup meetings in many schools. 'I'his 
:Leelin~ to c..c ~reat c~e~ree mtl.Y be c~ue to the dull topics as 
1dell as poor me tb_cds nn(: procedures used by elementary 
principals in conductill[; faculty neetings. Lt the same time 
it might be tha-:: ::acul ty members in schools do not feel that 
'they have n responsible part to pL'-Y ir. the conduct of meet-
in~s nnd therefore \·Jill remnin apathetic 1mtil such ._. Llffie as 
they are given em opportunity for more expression nne, partici-
~'.c:tion. ~-lhatever the shortccminr;s of teachers and principals 
in the conduct of tenchcrs 1 meetin::;s hEtVc. been, they have 
caused some concern in educational circles. 
It is this concern that h2.s prompted the present study 
\-:hich is an attempt to: (l) establish the viewpoints of 
elementary principals and their teachers tou"Brd teachers' 
2 
meetings as they are_ conducted within individual schools, and 
(2) to determine: ';·ihich factors principals end teachers feel 
are more or less effective in the conduct of teachers' meet-
ings. This study ';vill be conducted in five Massachusetts 
school comnunities containing a total of 33 elementary schooL 
't·7here only supervising principals are employed. 
a.eference \vas made to Hamm.ond' s study w·hich \vas con-
cerned \vi th the we thods and procedures used by supervising 
principals of Ee"tv Hampshire "t·Ihen conducting their meetings 
with teachers. .L\.t the conclusion of his study, he susgested 
that it might prove of some worth to survey teachers and 
their principals, checking agreement e_nd disagreement between 
both groups.l 
""here has been much criticism of the manner in 'tvhich 
many of the faculty meetings have been conducted in many 
schools in the past. Dri~gs and Justman have this to say 
about them: 
The studies reveal that in a majority of schools 
teacher meetings are not carefully planned and reGUlarly 
held as p2rt of a unified proGram of educational super-
vision. For the most part, such meetings are planned 
and conducted by the principal for the purpose of 
1i:'hilip R. Hamrnond, "A Survey of Teachers' Hee.tin~s 
in Ne"tv Hampshire in Zlementary Schools That Have Supervising 
h'incipals" (unpublished }·laster's Thesis, Boston University, 
School of Education, Boston, Hassachusetts, 1960). 
3 
presenting directions regarding administrative details. 
It is conceded that group meetings for administrative 
purposes arc occasionally necessary, especially at the 
beginning and at the end of e.ach semester though direc-
tions for most routine details can be just ~s well 
presented by mee.ns of a bulletin board or by mimeographed 
notices which can be read and filed by teachers for lat•.::r 
reference. ':. supervisor's practice of reading aloud such 
notices to teachers assembled at no small cost of time is 
an indefensible \·laste, beinG evidenced ·that the bulle tin 
is not adequately prepared, that the teachers can't read, 
or that the supervisor can conceive of nothing more im-
portant to bring before them. The r;eneral attitude of 
teachers to~vard such a prac·tice is voiced by one v1ho 
~vrote, "I get an opportunity to admire my principal's 
voice as he reads aloud to us mimeographed notes which ~.;e 
hold in our hands. Sometimes
2
I get nervous indigestion 
at being treated as a moron." 
There certainly is no doubt that a principal must 
provide leadership. His meetings must be well planned, they 
must encourage teocher participation and must insure that 
they become a profitable learning situation for those in at-
tendance. Jacobson, :.:Leavis and Logsdon in ·their book, The 
~ffective School Principal, relate some of the reasons they 
feel faculty meetings haven't been too successful: 
One reason why general meetings are held in lo~·l esteem 
by teachers is that the principal tends to use the time 
for dealing 10vith administrative routine 't'lhich could more 
satisfactorily have been placed in a bulletin rather than 
read or recounte0 to the entire faculty. Administrative 
meetings should be held infrequently. Few teachers -..vill 
object to such meetings if the majority are concerned 
with problems which bear specifically on instruction. 
2
'I'homas H. Briggs and Joseph Justman, Imlroving Instruc . 
tion through Supervision (New York: The liacm~l Bh Company, · 
1952), pp. 395-96. 
4 
l'1o doubt the chief reason vvhy teachers have been luke.v1arm 
to r;eneral meetings is that problems vvhich ~hey recognize 
as important are frequently not dealt vvith. 
~-liles in Supervision for Detter Schools, says: 
The literature of supervision praises faculty meetings 
as a r.vay of improving the o.uali ty of a staff and the 
school program. They are described as opportunities for 
cooperative thinking, for staff planning, for the presen-
tation of stimulating talks by resource people, for 
getting to knmv the total school, and for interchange of 
ideas - 4- - all of which result in grmvth for the staff member. 
Teachers' feelings are revealed, continues \.Jiles, vvhen 
they are :~uestioned in reference to their opinions about 
teachers' meetings: 
\>ll."len teachers ar.:: asked about faculty meetings, the 
story is altogether different. J:·lost teachers rate 
faculty meetin_zs very lor.-1 as places for secu::..-ing ideas 
,:,bout better teaching. l!:os•c teachers do not ;feel that 
they ho.ve any part in setting up f::cul ty neetings, that 
the meetin:;;~ be.long to an administration that is imposing 
on their time. ·.s a result of teacher resistance, the 
usual practice is for the administration to announce a 
policy of one faculty meeting a month, with a definite 
8.mount of time set for the meeting, or to promise teachelT 
nt the beginning of the year that faculty meetings \7ill 
be held to a minimum. Teachers hC'Ve come to expect 
nothing from faculty meetinr:;s ancl \vait impatiently ror 
the meeting to end. ~ersons in positions of official 
leadership must examine facult7 meetings carefully. 
They must ascertain r.vhy a device that Sives such high 
promise has yielded such poor results. 
5Paul B. Jacobson, "i·Jilliam c. Ileavis, and James D. 
Logsdon, The Effective School l'rincipal (Nevv York: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1954), p. 117. 
4?dmball ~-Tiles, Supervision for Better ;3chools (Nevv 
-Iork: :t'rentice-Hall, Inc., 1953), pp. 150-51. 
5Ibid. 
Jones blames the administrators for the poor faculty 
tmeetings as they have been conducted through the years: 
Faculty meetings mean different things to different 
people. Yet all those who take part should feel that 
for their own purposes each meeting is worth while. 
Historically this has not been the case. In far too 
many instances the faculty meeting has been an operation 
whereby the administrator demanded attendance and de-
veloped his own agendum without the aid of teachers. 
Too often teachers have beea •. forced to sit and listen 
5 
to administrative commands without being pennitted or en-
couraged to participate in the meetings. At best teachers 
were allowed to express minor1 petty complaints. Very little, if any, thought was g1ven to planning faculty 6 meetings other than resolving administrative problems. 
Stuckey supports the view of the previous author: 
Of all supervisory techniques one of the most common, 
and one of the most likely to be reluctantly tolerated or 
even resented by teachers, i• the teachers' meeting. 
There are same good reAsons for teachers' attitudes 
toward this supervisory technique and at the same time 
some valid reasons why it continues to endure. 
The past history of the teacher~ meeting in many com-
munities has been that the supervisor scheduled the time 
and place of the meeting, selected the content, prepared 
a more or less informed scholarly presentation, delivered 
it, asked half-heartedly for comments and closed the meet-
ing when few were offered. The time was usually after the 
close of the school day. The place was some central point 
in the school system and the topic might or might not be 
of real concern to anyone but the supervisor. 
Teachers can hardly be blamed for a rather gen,ral 
lack of enthusiasm about attending such meetings. 
6 J. J. Jones , 'fHow We Can Improve OUr Faculty Meetings'~ 
Educational Administration and Supervision, 42:178, February, 
1956. ---
7M. M. Stuckey, "Teachers Look at Teachers' Meetings", 
Educational Leadership, 13:439, April, 1956. 
6 
Jordan expresses his vie;;v thc.t ·there has been a limited 
acceptance of pl~fessional meetings on the part of teachers inl 
the past bventy years in spite of the fact that studies prove 
conclusively the value of such professional meetings: 
For one reason, most lr:.rge school systems already have 
teacher-improvement programs that ~)arallel their salary 
schedules. l~ese prosrams eliminate the need for schools 
to carry on separate in-service training programs for 
their faculties. Second, all schools of education now 
have SUmll!er school programs devoted to such activities. 
Third, by three o'clock most teachers are tired, and such 
a program of improvement is hamp-2-red by ]!hysical fatigue. 
2ourth, many teachers seem to have H fear of expressing 
themselves before their colleagues. 
1wlchior thinks that poor supervision is to blame for 
so many of the badly run meetings of the past and of the pre-
sent: 
In the past (and too fre-:~uently today) under a poor 
type of supervision teachers were called to a faculty 
meeting on short notice, often by an interrupting knock 
on the door of the classroom. \.-fuen they had assembled, 
the administrator talked and talked about matters that 
slvmld h;:;.ve been reduced to concise statements in a bulle-
tin. Ih many instances the bulletin or the announcements 
should not have been presented before consultation \vi th 
memb~rs of the L=tcul ty. \,!hat time was left after an-
nouncements or directive~ 't-;ras devoted to telling about 
some professional ideas. 
~,Jilliam c. Jordan, Elementary School Leadership (New 
York: EcGraw-I~ill Book Company, Inc., 1959), p. 120. 
9~Tilliam T. Eelchior, Instructional 3upervision (Boston: 
D. c. Heath and Company, 1950), p. 42. 
7 
Hos'c authorities a~rE"~e that it is the responsibility 
of adrainistrators to conduct t~achers' meetings around pur-
poses >;.;r:1ich tee.chers consider Horth \·7hile. .-~s long as the 
supervisor continues to decide by hio.self 'i"lhat the prosr.s:ms of 
faculty meetin::;s should be, they \:ill be considered unim:_:>or ... 
tant by many teachers 'ivho are re ... ~uired to attend them. They 
must be organized to allow for cooperative planning and ac'cion 
on both sides. 
If we vrant group conferences to become e:Zfective aids 
to the teaching profession, 'ive must be c.tuick to appreciate 
their value. ,\dams mtd Jicl~ey write in relation to this: 
The best w·ay to create a favorable attit--ude tmrard 
group meetings and a united desire for a progrc::m of super-
vision is to make the conferences oi' real value to the 
participants. 'Tilis can be done only by skillfull:.' buil<:l-
ins meetin~s around purposes \vhich teachers consider 
vorth while. Group conferences 'ivhich exemplify good 
technL~ues of group action and the best methods of teach-
ing are types of experiences which -.;v-ill be accepted by 
teachers as ~'lholesome. ~Jhile teachers clo not expect their 
srou.p m2etin:3 to be graduate courses in methodology, th~y 
·will cooperate in applying tht best methods of promoting 
and controlling group action. 0 
Helchior reportin:::; on :.:;roup meetings cays: 
Group thinl::ing is essential to the ultim,n,·te succesc of 
conferences - - - study groups, i70rkshops, cor;:u-:1i ttecs, 
smell conf::-.rence groups, or meetings of associa·cions and 
even visitations. _·. )?rosram o:Z aupervision that is truly 
cooper~rtive and crcntive is so only bcce.use r:;roup t:hihl~ing 
1 0Httrolr1. n. .· .. dw:ns :lnd .:/rank • Dickey, Basic .l?rlnci.::<Lc.s 
o:C ..;upervision (11e\·J -.zor1~.: 'nei~icrm .Jool: Col!lpany, !953), 
p. 149. 
I 
I 
has. ,~<:~:unl~y t::1i:en :;:->L"!cc! Ba:ic 'co gro~1p. thin_'td1;s is 
~o<;~al:~..z;:1t~on, . the br2-n~ln,S. o:.t: the pa:r:t~'?~J{)~' t~:: ~n to 
~r~endly relat~ons. ~~sent1al to soc~al~zat~on :~..s n 
L·a_;:imurn of j_)<Ycticiprition in the activity .,11 
I ~r.; c 1-n c.:-:ploins his feelir;.[;s oE the vclues o£ S"-~oup 
II c·, ·· ",.; "n,_ ....... on~y: ~1utual ,)" "'.; "'· I l.·-·•--'-V '·" l: L t '-•"'-'-"". 
!I 'j_~e f,·,cul;:y meetin~ may meet a real in-ser".rice nec::d 
1 if it is a faculty ncetin[; rather th::on the principal's 
'I 
meetins. If i'lCE::tin~s of the staff are to be used solely 
- -t •• t ..! • .f. ., • t• th . :cor acrt.t~n:Ls ra~.:l\te announceE\en,:s or u:Lrec ~ves, ere ~s 
II little justifice1tion foi:' meeting to~ether. J:h,c-re are b ·- - '1- •• ,.. II r~e:::e.r means :tor tile. transrn1ss~on o:c cne-;·:Dy messages. If, ho\vever, interaction and excbnnge of ideas are en-! courae;ed and neede.G., i'c seems necessary and desirable 
to meet to,se th·'·r as a group. Hany adminis trc:: tors are. 
finding that teachers are much more highly motivated 
tm·1ard faculty meetings if they po.rticipate freely in 
them and htlVe fre~!uent opportunities fer brinsing ideas 
to the attention of the group,. l'roductive faculi:y 
meetings are. more likely to occur 1-Jhen thP.y ;;J.:~e. used for 
group discussion of mutual problems and their possible 
solutions.. 7c.achers often have the-~ onnortuni ty to -rmv 
through pa:cticipation in stimula tin;; f~.cul ty meiti~s 
for which they r:mst Dssume some re:::ponsibility. <'-
Koopman, Niel and Nisner place much import.cmce on the 
socielization \:hich takes place at f<:cul'cy m0.etings. I£ tl1is 
is present, democratic procedures ge.ncrally follow. They 
cor,lf:tt~.nt in this manner: 
The functional, socializing type of f-"culty meeting i:J 
;-:tpp.~,re.ntly unknmvn to the principal \·lho 'l·las henrd t~ re-
marl:, "I don't have many general faculty c1ee.tings.. There 
nrc so £e\1 things that all teachers should be interested 
in. l"or those I can use a mimeographed shee.t. I prefer 
to save the: teachers' time. 11 
II 
rl 
I, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
11
:tlelchior, ~ .. cit .. , p. 58,. I 
12Hanne J .. Hicks, li.dministrati ve Leadership in the I! 
. 'I ~~eT(5~~'1IY 3chool (lle<.; York: The ''onald Press Gcmpany;-1956) ~ 
------'-
9 !' 
'Chat pr:incipal is losing a precious opportunity, ior 
the administrator has a vi tal part to play at eve.ry sta<3e I 
of the procer..;s of socialization of his teachers. The 
c.1c:ministrator is a competent observer. r:e can tell 1:1hen 
the :3roup as a -.;·;rllole is ready to attempt a ne\·.7 project. 
I~e can judge \·lhen a project has been planned in sufficient 
detail so that group pressure may be put behind its 
achievement. The administrator can measure grmvth in 
socialization on the. pnrt of his tE:-.achers by such sisns 
as complete lack of strain, increased intere.sf.3 increased 
motivation, and ple.asureableness of reaction. 
I The teachers of today are expecting more say in the 
j planning of teachers' meetings in their schools than they 
'il 
I 'i,i. the partici-
1: 
,I 
,I 
II 
I 
c1.id heretofore .. This netv approach gives all of 
2ants an opportunity to express their vie"tvS. Tb.ey ge. t to 
knot·l each othc~r be. tter and to re.cognize 'che special tale.n ts 
each has to use for the be tLerme.nt of the. group. Kyte 
these procedures to follow in using participtttive. 
in planning: "(l) the initial planning by the 
principal, and (2) the co-operative pl.c,nning by the teachers 
and principal. Sometimes the initial planning may be dele-
gated to a teacher or a group of teachers .. "l4 
Lasnick reinforces the democratic approach to group 
planning: 
i 
Teachers and administrators who believe in the strengt~l 
of group Hork and its democratic outgrov;ths -.;;vill become j, 
the key people in the total improvement process. Each j 
13Robert G. Koopman, 1\lice Hiel, and Paul J .. Hisner, 
I :Uemocracy in Scl-IOOl "'.ci.ministr.s.tion n~e\•l York: i\ppleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1943), pp. 178-79. 
I' 
I 14Georg:e C. Kyte, ~ l?rinci•)al .§!.!. i·Jork (Boston: Jinn 
1and Company, 1952), p. 290. 
I 
I 
.I 
" il 
., II 
II 
I 
I 
------
10 
member on the stflf:.C is responsible in on~ WAY or another 
for th0. improvement of ~h·""- stafC as a group. Zach membe.r 
has a stake in te.nns of focusing attention on each 
teacher' .s and administrator's role in in-se.rvice -:::rowth 
so that e.ach child in the school may be challenged to his 
highest ability. If staff meetings concerned with prob-
lems - - - real pro bL~ros - - -teacher problems - - -
ultimately be.com?:~ the center of school disru ssion8, the 
improv<->.ment of the instructional pro~rom in terms of 
effort, time and money vlill resul~: in increased ch;; lle.nsE· 
to the. children.15 
3ucher and Hostetter strengthen this view: 
The values occurring from a democratically plc-mned 
program are real. Individual staff members are give.n an 
opportunity to assume the leadership role and the status 
leader learns to become a member of the. group. The 
leadership role is passed fro111 person to person as the 
fi~.ln of in t~ t:'es t changes. Zach pe.rson finds some thing 
of ir·1port8nce to do. TJ.·1ere is excellent rapport be tween 
'- ~ r ~1· - ~ ' · • 0 ,, 1 16 L C::ct-.;.,tt::.r.-:. anco prl.nCl. .. )a .. 
Burton streRses the importance of great care ond 
·I U•cught in ndministe.ring mee.tinr;s and cL::ims that if rn.eetings I gee not handled in this manner that "they "ill net only fail 
I o:Z their ;;)urpo.<:e but •:ill engender a bad attitude tm;ard thew 
II On
. •-1-· r-, ~"' ~ r..._ 0:t- -!-::- r (:1.., ,.,_ rq I t17 
_ L ~.-"· p£t ..... L. L.~_...c:i lJ.¥;_~- w • 
I 
'I 
!i 
,I 
il ) 
II 
ii 
II 
ii 
111 
5 I 1 Leonard L. T.asnick, 112aculty Leetings G::m Je Better', I 
I 
II 
II 
,..., - • - • H1 1 ' • J • ~ 1 55 1 ,.- 7 A "1 - - --
··-·Pl.l:;.:crnla .eaC<ier .. iSP.OCl.c.•~l.on ,Jourrla~, : .... o- , .~prl. , .L;;.:J·:.'. 
16,....,_1 1:, u h -r -no ';'1..,-·"' 
'oJC e. , .uUC e- u .. • .t.:.. <>.l.L 
}lee tings · ', re.ported from Eil ton 
63:93, Jnnuary, 1959. 
~:ostette.r, 1 '-:::::.:::~ect-ive Jtacf 
J .. Brecht 3chool, In::-tn.:tctor, 
Improvement 
Coml)any, 
I 
ii 
I 
II. 
H ll p ,,~.~~ lj 
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i ~ II 
!l II !I Burton ·lists seven points ~;vhich shoulcl be tal:en int:o I! 
1!.-cc:u~·:xt in or~anizing any nl"eting, large or smell: !i 
,, H 
!1
1
, 1.. The topic should b~., a live. ~nc:, -:vitic ~Jl'lch the II 
li .c;roup invol vecl is vi tally concc cned.. !! 
'I 11 I' 2.. \ 1ninrc-.o;:;:~.:·::,;,•h~-:~ 0ricf should '!Je mailed out in jl d adv;.·c1ce to those -v:ho will be present. This nvy ll 
ll consist of an outline of •.-:1"'At is go5nc to be ·~-:one 'I 
1
1
·1. or it m.ct7 be a set of th,~ses that will be cl.efE:n.::led II 
ol by th.:. Sfl!?.8ker. TltiS i tern is absolutE:ly nece sse:.ry II 
j
1
!,· if crny thouGhtful reaction is to be made by the I,.,· 
.quc'lience • 
. ,•• 1 (! 
•: 
ll 3. I'rovision shottlcl lx~ m.,de fot· the e:-:pression .Jf !I H • • F th d' ,.., h ' . , .._ ,.! 
I. opln::;..on :.:rom e au ~e. nee. .Leac ers ttnve a r1g,·, ._ I ,... . , • ..._ !r 1 to as!·: '.n~"stions .0nd 01: il(':Cess~ty must asK them J....: !! II ~-'- . 'Y' t -~ .(:"..... b,- '-h ~ ::. t-1 _, Th. 7 ("0 ~ 1;::! 11 ( ~..uey a_e o p.~.o..:..J..t. .1 ,_i e .• 1ce .~n;.:;s. .u e:, ~ctn a '""o '! 
!,i sup'9ly valuable il ~ .. ustrr· tions, net to me.n·:::ion adc:i- h 
tional arguments for or against the vie,;.;r of the j! I .I J! ::.-;peaker.. p 
li 1: 
II I H 
IIi 
"•·· ':::'he rnee ting should be in chc:.rge of supervisor or I,'!' 
outside speaker \vho is not only expert in the. sub- 1:• 
!'l • ' 1 -'! • • 'k .._ h ~ l th • r- ._ - !'• I JeC c nnccer u:LSCUSS:LOn uU ... \v 0 a.LSO Ct __ s e gl..:.: L O.L H !! popular +:~x;_.;Josition. !fany men of Ulldou.bte(.?. scholar- II: 
It ship are unable to tl.'take intE-lligible presentations !i 
II to an audience, while others 'tlho have no patience !i j for resef.lrch are admirably fitted to eXf)lain h 
11 (':learly ~vhat the scholar hP.s discov2.red. 
1
1
1
1 
li 
!'l, - ~ L o t b .... h '\..1 ~ • 1 • • • ji .
11 
:_-,. J.ae mee t:J..ng mus e L orout::• 1 y :;-;.Lunnt:'a anu. aClmlnl.- !l 
ste.red. It must not be allowed to degenerate into II 
lj pointless, bore some discussion. Neither the s~)ef1l-:er !1 i .. , on the platform nor one. from the audience hc:s the !! 
• h"- ..._ ak 1 '• • t • • 1 'I r1.g-;t ~.. ~..o me e ong oJ..gresslons or o ra~se 1.rre e- 11 
!·I vant c~uesi.ions.. This fault is one or the commonest !!i 11 complained of by teachers. I 
'1il! ~~ 11 fi. Eeetin}£S sltonl(} not be n;;ed for routine pur,"Joses ii ~ - i! 
11 that can be dispose.cl of othen1ise.. Tttis point il li deserves double emphasis.. Supervisors manifes L: a I! 
'!1
1 
crude disresard for teachers' rights an<l a lack of 
1
.,!,1 
li appreciation uf time value when they summon a great , 
1
1 number of people together merely to hand them a 1·1 I course of study or a copy of a ne-;J rule. 'The mail ! 
il ~·.rill do this se.rvice much more expeditiously. il 
H iJ 
r !1 
.I ,, 
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I 
7 .. 
l2 
7eachers' rne.e. tin,:s should not be held. act<:.r school, 
vihen time is short anct everyone is tired. _s a 
rule, e.lso, Honday and ... ,·riday should be avoided • 
.3chool may be dismissed early or an occasional 
evening may he taken. Other points "'ill probably 
be c:;dde.d to this list by supervisors as they mee c 
the actual proble.ms involved in holding such 
neetings.18 
Isham believe.s we should do all in our povlel.~ to make 
llfacnlty meetings easy to attend for all concerned ~vit:h them .. 
Sh:" \•JOuld very much like to see teachers' meetings be in::; held 
I ;:;t a time 'lvhen te11che.rs have.n' t been teachin~ Hll day. 
I 
j 
But if ~-Je have the.m in the morning 'lve can't hAve ev.-:.ry-
one at the. meeting.. Some. of our bus chilc'l.ren are at 
school at eight o'clock. At 11'JOn 'l:e h.,vc. four sh.ifts in 
the cafeteria, so someone is ahvays teaching '.Jl-•il('~ others 
ar-:o. eatins and vice versa. ·~s a result~ \Je have our 
nle(,' tinr;s after school and have things organh-:ed so that 
0c o-:1l9 -.;-lill be home late for supper or to pr<:.:,are the m(:.al. 
practic,1l I that -v1e '1-:ill probably a~ree to the following fe"tv 
I ::u:_:::::;r2 stions '>·Jhen i:eachers' meetings are: pl.cmned: 1 
I 1. Hany problems are so important that the whole famib I 
needs to ge:t together and ~·Jeir;h all the evic.e.tc~ be 
fore deciding on a policy .. 
. . b ,.. 0 ' D -" ''l . ~ 
. meetlng e:r:ore 'penlng ay anu u oslng .ua~7 seems 
unavoida.hle. (They cah be made t-.njoyable, though 
l<'or example, we have a get acquainted luncheon the 
day before our fall opening.) 
II 
I' 
II 18Ibid. 
~~,~ 19charlotte H .. Isham, 
74:87-8, January, 1957~ 
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· 1311 
II 3. Every meeting should have a very definite purpose. lj 
11 There should be no meetings just because it is j1i 
jl Monday! (We have meetings when we need them.) 
1
1 
:j!; 4. Except on rare occasions there should be advance I! 
notice of the meeting and generally an agenda alonglj 
!
! with the notice. 11 II !! 
il 5. Coffee helps to make the gathering a meeting !I ll instead of a session, especially if the room !! I allows for a pleas a. nt, friendly, informal arrange- .l 
!'!
1
, men t. I! H !I H 6. Variations, as in any other organized effort, help li 
1!'.
1
1
1
• to make meetings remembered instead of recalled 1!
1
' 
with distaste. ~ 
I! !·i 
1
.1 7. Sometimes a "hair-dou would do some people more !'! 
,, gaad than a faculty meeting. Be understanding! H 
I• 1: !l !i 
,1!1 8. If you know of definite obligations which teachers ~~.~1;1::·:.·. have on certain days - - whether it is a school ll activity or not - - - try to have the meetings on " ~~ other days. il 
,I 9. Remember that some of your best teachers still havell !I dinner to prepare after the meeting. They might bej'i il better teachers tomorrow if you don't drag out the I 
jt meeting today. ~~ 
!I q 
l·! 10. About the worst time for a meeting would be the day!i 
.I of a beginning vacation - - - a Friday would be !I II just as bad, though. We like to think that our I! II teachers feel that every meeting is important. We !i 
I do not insist on attendance but have few people 1
1
1 
lj missing. We are sDl'Qg enough to think, that with 1i !· !! !l no boring unimportant meetings, we have, as a :1 ll result, a happier faculty. A happy faculty means jil 
)I better teaching. Better teaching means more 1 
11' learning - - - the ultimate aim of all sinaere il I administrators.20 q 
1li 1,1 
•1 Kyte strongly recommends that teachers have a respon- 11 f! H 
j!sible part to play in the conduct of teachers' meetings: II 
j! ,, 
ll 'I l! !I 
., 
20Ibl.·d. il i'! ll i· !i ::•=:==~="=Jl===--=-..:::~=·-=-:o:==--::-==--==:.::~=~--=---==:;.===:.-::=.:.=..:1!."::'.!:=-.-:::.=====·'-=~·=:=:.-:.===-::::-.::::=--..::.-::.~:.--!=-==-=::-= 
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II ll 
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11
, Teachers' interest :Ln the meeting may be developed 
1
j
1
! 
through a previous meeting, a supervisory bulletin, or a 
P1 series of individual conferences. If the staff has par- •I 
,, ''· 11 
ticipated in the selection of a topic, each teacher's II 
~~ interest in the meeting is generally assured. The pro- li. j cedure involves determination of needs, recognition of 
1! purposes to meet them, and provision for definite attack I:! 
II on them. Teachers who have become accustomed to demo- i)l 
1
11:; cratic participation, frank discussion, and constructive ji! 
, help come to the meetings with the right professional 1
1
l1.' 
attitudes. 21 
1! ii !i ,I 1: There is no doubt that teachers' meetings are most !I 
1! ~~ 
jllnecessary in the operation of daily school programs. They 1! 
!! 
11! are recognized by most experts in education as an essential !! 
II l' I d j1 practice in the bringing about of close school unity and I! 
!I jl !~11 high building morale. CUbberley has the following to say j! !l il 
11 about such meetings: II 
1·1 il !1 The welfare of the schools demands periodical meetings lj jj with teachers , and such are everywhere recognized as an ,1! 
ll essential element in preserving the unity of a system of !! 
11 schools. These meetings are needed for considering to- !'1 
'j gether the educational policy of the school system, for ! ! the discussion of certain phases of school work and the !i !i progress of instruction, somewhat for administrative and II 
II supervisory purposes, and for inspirational purposes. l!j !.I These different purposes call for school-building meetingi! 
11
! meetings of the teachers of special t~es of schools, and 
1
·!
1 
11 general meetings of all the teachers. ! 
'l ll II Yeager identifies teachers' meetings as administrative,!! 
,. II 
I! supervisory, and social. He reports on the administrative and!i 
il • . ll 
11 superVl.sory types of meetl.ngs below: !! 
'! !I l 1i 
'I 21 • II ll Kyte, ~· ill·, p. 273. i! 
jl 22Elwood P. Cubberley, Public School Administration ~~ 
!fBoston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1936), p. 347. !1 
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II l~r= 
Administrative meetings should include such matters as ii 
administrative policies, the school organization, routine~! 
important information, and school community relations. ! 
The time of teachers for meetings of this sort should not I 
be taken if the same accomplishments can be achieved ! 
through a bulletin, house organ, or noticed on a bulletin ·i 
board. These meetings should be called infrequently, be ! 
carefully planned and of short duration. i' 
Supervisory meeting has for its primary purpose the i 
improvement of instruction through the improvement of the j 
teacher. ~~ile such meetings may be planned cooperativel~ 1 
the administrative and supervisory staff have the primary I 
responsibility as to arrangements and procedure. Group 
interests and needs should be characteristic. As the 
meeting progresses, group processes should appear in 
action and outcomes reached and determined by the same 
process. Perhaps no such meeting is really successful 
unless each teacher feels that something really happened 
to him. All such meetings should be held on a high pro-
fessional plane with due attention to the interest ~~d 
needs of individual teachers or groups of teachers. 
Yeager believes that social meetings have a place in 
every school building. He continues: 
Social meetings of teachers should have a place in 
every school. These should be wholesome, social and re-
creational gatherings, seeking to develop acquaintances, 
mutual understandings and appreciations and friendliness. 
These me~!ings should contribute to morale and good 
feeling. 
Most writers concerned with teachers' meetings agree 
I 
I! 
II 
I 
l 
I 
I 
·I II 
I! 
that teachers should be presented with agenda prior to the I 
I time of such meetings. 1he agenda should include items to be .I 
II considered so that staff members have opportunities to prepare I 
I
I for discussions and decisions on tbem before the meeting. ~~ 
II 11 23william A. Yeager, Administration and the Teacher, I 
jt (New York: Harper and Brothers Publ~shers, 1954},"' p. 269. II 
II 
II 24 I 1 Ibid. ~=+ 
II 
I, 
H 
II 
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II 
!' 
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II I! 
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1 16\j 
I !! 1 Wiles has strong feelings on how agenda for teachers • li 
! .I F i meetings should be developed: i! 
I \! 
I The agenda for a faculty meeting should be developed II by the total staff, with each member on an equal basis !j 
.! offering any problem that he feels is important. Accep- I! 
1
1
i.!' tance of this principle means that the official leader 11 
does not have the right to put the items he considers ll! 
important at the top of other items. It means that the ! 1.~1 official leader wants his items to receive the same treat-ll ment given to items turned in by other members of the ll 
11 staff. Unless the faculty has this assurance, the meet- H 
I, ings still belong to the administration and are the !l l! official leader's responsibility • • •• The total faculty I! ~~~ should be free to change the order of items on the agenda ll 
1, at the beginning of a meeting. Something may have hap- 1! 11 pened. that makes it important ts5consider first an item l! !I that l.S far down on the agenda. j! 
1/ Innumerable ideas have been expressed by authors as to ll 
II II II when teachers' meetings should be scheduled. They have been !l 
I! preferred by some schools at the beginning of the week, other ll 
'l I! tschools during the middle, and still others at the end of the i! j! 'I 
jjweek. Some schools prefer before-school meetings, noon meet- !1 
!1
1 
ings, after-school meetings, free period meetings, week-end i! 
I H I • d . t" Wh t th t. 1'! 11meet1.ngs, an even even1.ng mee 1.ngs. a ever e 1.me 1 II ji li selected might be, most authors agree that the teachers should!! 
llhave some say as to when meetings are to be scheduled. Wiles !! 
'i !! )!expresses his feelings on this matter by stating: !I 
H ll II '11?-e scheduling of fac1:11 ty meetings should. be worked II 
jl out 1.n a framework that 1.ncludes the assumpt1.on that II 
II II 
11 11 
t, II 
II 2~iles , !!1?.. cit. , pp. 183-84. II 
l, li 
ll li. I I! •=.::.-;::=!===t--::=::::=,;:.:;~==--.,:;=-:=..::.:.:::::-.:-..::=.::'.-:=.:.=.::;:-::-.==::-==:<-::::.==.::::o==-.:-==""""-'="-""=::==::-;-:-_-:::.;o:.::::.-::=.:-:=====-~-.~=.::::--=.=; 
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II 1i 
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1) ll II 
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I· 
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facu1 ty p1anning and policy formation are a part of the 11 
job and that gives the faculty a major portion Qf the 
decision as to the specific t~e for meetings.26 
I
. Reeder urges that we not neglect the personal lives of 
teachers when arranging schedules for teachers' meetings. He I 
·i 
/I 
clarifies this by saying: 
'· 
'i 
II 
II 
In a very real sense, every professional person leads ! 
a double life - - - a professions~ life and a personal J: 
life. When it may be claimed that the former takes pre- ·~ 
cedence of the latter, this contention by no means ~p1ies ' 
that the latter should be ignored. Every teacher has per-j 
sonal plans and engagements and these are important to j 
him. He should have the right of making schedu1es for 
personal appointments in the assurance that only in an I 
emergency will they have to be abandoned because of pro-
fessional demand~7on his time. This point cannot be over emphasized. 
,I 
II The length of meetings varies in most school systems. 
,,Meetings last anywhere from one-half hour to as long as two 
1hours or more. Some schools do not set t~e limits on meet-
lings. They control their length by the amount of material 
jto be covered or topics to be discussed. It is generally 
!agreed that meetings should never last longer than two hours 
at any one t~e. Reeder points out the importance of adhering!! 
I to agreed lengths of teachers' meetings: I 
11--
1 
26Ibid. 
I 27Edwin H. Reeder, Supervision in the Elementary 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1953),~ 217. School I 
I 
I 
H D 
u II! 
" I ~~ i! !i: !I !i 
I! II: 
!I II lj I =,~ --~~~==---- ~sr= 
ji The question of length. of. a meeting should be dis- li 
1! cussed by teachers and pr~nc~pals and an agreement reached!i 
lj whi<:h should be. rigidly adhered tc:>, at least as far as li 
11 maxl.Imltll length ~s concexn~~· Maxl.lllUil\ length agreements q 
p should never be exceeded. II 
11
1
1
1 
Experts agree that the environment provided for group II 
H 1·, ,,. !I meetings has a great bearing as to their success or failure. 1 
'· n II Size, comfort, informality and attractiveness of the meeting jl 
•I ;! h 11 
11 place or places should be deciding factors in selection be- j\ 
q 11 
! H 1 cause of their effect on the teachers. Such elementary but li 
i ji 
l
!j essential matters as ventilation, lighting, comfortable !I 
I II 1. seating, and room temperature should be given considerable !! !I !1 
II 11 1 attention. Pictures, drapes, and ashtrays provide a certain 
1
11 
·j 'I ~~air of relaxation. Refreshments are desirable. li 
It !! 
I! Reeder suggests that a face-to-face seating arrangement!! 
II d !! be provided to make certain that members of the staff are not ;! 
li i! 
!I isolated during the conduct of meetings. He writes: 1
1
;j 
ll .! 
!! · '!be only desirable ~lace iiJ- which to hold a t~acher~' !j 
II meeting is a room furnl.shed wl. th comfortable cha~rs wh1.ch l! ,j may be arranged in a circle so that the teachers may look li 
I' at each other as they compare ideas and explore their ll 
!! problems. 29 lj 
II II ll .. 
•
1
.
1
 Davies and Herrold suggest that furniture in the 11 
ll l• I' 
1lmeeting room be portable to allow those meeting to break into 11 
~~~~groups when necessary. They mention the following: 1! 
I I, 
II II 
I( H 
I! 28Ibid. t 216. II 
II p. 11 I 29 II !, Ibid., p. 213. ;; il !1 
!1 il ~•-·-.::::-.:..-::!"=:!"--r''·--=.::::::::::-:..:.=.::.::=::.~::.=:'"·=="'-~-~-=====-~=-=-~=.,.=====.::-===~==--=.::::=·,~:>-:.:-:=--====-=====-==R=====·=-~ 
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" 19!1 
'!''!; l\ j! :! Try to pick a room that has movable furniture. This II, 
!I provides for a wide variety of functional organizations 
ll and participation. Fastened-down seats in rows may be il 
!! fine for a lecture, but they are deadly when participation'! I! is wanted. If the room size and shape permit, arrang~ the! 
11 seating in circles or ovals for better participation. 0 jj 
II f • h • i! i Lusk suggests the use o multl.sensory tee n1.ques at H !! !I ll faculty meetings: I! 
!i il I' ,. 
11 Opaque projectors display items so easily, blackboards I! ll can be useful (report cards, cumulative records, test pro-ll! !I files, budgets, etc.) Filmstrips, records, and films are ,I 
11 also good means of getting points across. The important ji 
!I thing to r3member is that teaching doesn't stop in the i! 
jl classroom. 1 li 
,! • b • !l 
11 Lusk cont1.nues y sta tl.ng: jj 
II A meeting of minds • • • It can be achieved, we know, jl j! if we can communicate effectively with others, not in a II 
11 one-way pattern but in an exchange. And well chosen audioit 
11 visual materials, whether created by you for a special re- !~ 
p port, or produced by others for more general use, help to lj 
!I contribute that vita; sp!rk of insight which is necessary 11 
11 for ready understandl.ng. 2 11 
II d !! Dent believes that teachers must identify themselves !! 
'l . ll !,wl. th connnuni ty life as well as spending their time in in-ser- '!I 
,! I 
!!vice- meetings. He feels that we must begin to "find ways to I! il d h u r
1
· 11 
. II 
i! 30nl!niel R. Davies and Kenneth F. J:Ierrold, Make ~ ll 
!!staff Meetl.ngs Count (New London, Connectl.cut: Artnu.z=-c. Croft!: 
ljPilblications, 1954), p. 29. l! . I' 
,I 31 II 
I Robert c. lnsk, "Improve Your Faculty Meetings", 11 
!N. E. A. Journ.al, 42:487, November, 1953. 11 
I d 
I 32Ibid. II I' I' 
I! d I I! ,! II 
i! ll I ,. 
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I! 20 ll ,I ,j 
jl • ,,,· 
1! recogn1.ze teachers as people and not smother them with the 
: !! 
I\ kinds of things that keep them from living creatively. ,,33 He !I 
H adds: i
1
1
1 n 
'I , 
',;l 
1
1 
11
! Let us recapture the idea that the total community 'I 
educates not only children and youth but teachers as well.! 
il Education is not only the responsibility of a segment of i 
!i a community's organized institutions, but also of the 111 
ij total community. Teachers need to be identified with the !1 
II stream of community life. We are trying to maintain that 11 I· the more interesting teachers become to boys and girls as l1 
1l people, the less need to use gimmicks and gadgets. !1 
I, It is hoped that such realizations as these will help l111· l! II teachers to find things to study other than constantly ill 
n hashing and re-hashing education's perennial problems. 1 j! It is felt that the composition of today's teaching jl !I clientele almost makes this necessary now. We need to be ! 
lj looking forward to the day when teacher education will in-l1 !i elude opportunities for working in community dynamics j,. 
Il
l." lab<;>ratories .wit~ e~J;iences in working with many com- 1 
mun1.ty organ1.zat1.ons. 11 
1:'1 jl ii Skill must be used if teachers' meetings are to be jj 
I! successful and worthwhile. Both the leader and the group ll 
H ji 
ljmembers have responsibilities which must function together. 11 
liFaculty meetings do improve if the efforts of each member are II 
L I H1sincere. Lasnick describes the roles a leader must follow ·I I, \i 
I, H 
liif he expects progress and results: !! !! !; i' p 
\1 'Ihe first role of the leader-teacher or principal H 
l! should be to help create an atmosphere which is business- !i II like and friendly. This leader should encourage all group!! 
11 members to comment and participate in the study of the ~~~ 
1! problem from the start of the meeting. Each member's 
h ' 
II 11 ~~ I! 
\1 33Charles H. Dent, ''Keeping Ul> With What", Childhood lj 
~!Education, 36:61, October, 1959. h 
I! !j li 34Ibid.' p. 64. II 
n I ~ l J 
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contributions should be accepted as worthy of considera-
tion by the group. When this climate exists, the staff 
as a whole - - - through individual participation helps 
to solve problems. 
A second role of the leader would be to direct the 
flow of discussion so that clarity may result. 
A third role of the leader would be to keep the staff 
on the topic. Comments and questions should be developed 
so that the issue or problems are moved toward the solving 
stage rather than permitting confusion to set in. 
The fourth role concerns itself with ~~ry. Here the 
leader can exert his greatest influence. 
Perrodin defines the roles group members must follow i~ 
order to improve the quality of teachers' meetings: '! 
Far too often meetings that teachers attend are in two I 
dimensions - - - sitting and listening. But such meetings 
can be so much more chaLlenging and satisfying if a third 
dimension - - - participation - - - is added. However, to 
participate effectively takes practice, courage, under-
standing, and proper timing. 
The success or failure of the group to accomplish its 
purpose depends upon the extent to which members select 
their appropriate roles wisely, are alert in recognizing 
and responding to their cues, and are enthusiastic and 
sincere in all their group behavior. Just as the success-
ful homemaker may play many roles in performing her daily 
tasks - - - nurse, cook, teacher, seamstress, washer, 
ironer, and the like - - - so the contributing member may 
assume a variety of roles - - - initiator, orientator, 
information-seeker, information producer, encourager, 
harmonizer, and facilitator. 
To assume such group roles requires a variety of skills 
which are best developed thru actual practice. By taking 
on such roles, group members may contribute much to the 
progress of the group in achieving its purpose. 
1-.--
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35I.eonard L. Lasnick, "Faculty Meetings Can Be Better", I 
California Teacher Association Journal, 55:17, April, 1959. 
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I! largely the responsibility of the official group leader, II 
!i the attitude and actions of an individual group member can!! 
I! improve or hurt the _.group's esprit de corps. 3 6 II ii •I 
'II • • ~~~ I Hughes places great value on cooperat~ve group plan~ngl 
II 
!I When the implications of group life are understood, thell 
II, traditional faculty meeting is as outmoded as the main- lj tenance of thousands of blacksmith shops. The need is forj, ij a working group with a problem-solving, policy-making 1\ 
ll! function, a group that recognizes the cooperative nature h 
,1 of the teaching job. It is encouraging that it is pos- il !j sible for any group· to learn the skills and acquire the PI !i attitudes necessary to becoming a truly productive grol,Jp. I. 
!i The re~.,rds for membership in such a group are very I! 
11 great. 11 ~I I. !1· Are teachers• meetings beneficial? Do they contribute jl I ,I 
1 ward the making of better schools in our communities? Do 11 
11 they belong in our modern-day society? 11 
il Koopman, Miel, and Misner sum up the values of teachers~ 
1
1 11 ! II 1jmeetings by their statement below: !i 
It o~ 
l! If continuous group study is to go forward, if sociali-1
1
J l! zation is to be achieved and techniques of group thinking 11 
,! are to be learned, the attendance of every member of the jl 
\\ teaching staff at faculty meetings is imperative. 1! 
ji Organic unity of the educative process can never be 11; 
11 achieved until athletic coaches, kindergarten teachers, IIi 
1! school dentists, and all other resource people realize j11 
1
1,. that they are potential contributors to the unitary objec-1:i 
tive of education. Iii 
I
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CHAPTER II 
PROCEWRE 
With the passing of each school year, the teacher load 
seems to be increasing. One factor contributing to this in-
crease is the number of meetings which require a teacher's 
attendance. These meetings range from grade level meetings 
within one's own building to town-wide group meetings with 
other teachers, groups, special committees or administrators. 
Of the various kinds of meetings requiring a teacher's 
attendance, the school faculty meetings are perhaps the most 
important~and yet, teachers. are constantly complaining about 
having to attend them. 
It was felt that several reasons were causing the 
apathy toward faculty meetings. First, problems concerning 
classroom teachers were not being discussed at faculty meet-
ings. A second reason was that teachers themselves had no 
active part in the planning of an agenda for these meetings. 
Thirdly, teachers' meetings were conducted in ways that did 
1not stimulate the teacher to take an active part in the meet-
ings. 
The writers decided to make an inquiry into the status 
of teachers' meetings in Massachusetts. It was hoped that 
~ith the information obtained from principals and teachers, 
the writers' ideas concerning teachers' meetings might be 
disproved. 
25 
In order to gather the desired information necessary 
to reach conclusions concerning the present status of ~~A~~~rs 
meetings, it was decided to use a checklist and questionnaire 
method of inquiry. Two questionnaires were necessary. One, 
a principal's questionnaire which was to be sent to each 
supervising principal; and the second, a teacher's question-
naire which was to be sent to each teacher teaching within the 
supervising principal's building or buildings. 
Upon reviewing literature related to teachers' meetin_gs. 
several aspects of the topic were chosen, around which ques-
tions were to be formulated. A main source of guidance was 
the questionnaire constructed by Hammond in 1960.1 
The principal's questionnaire was developed first. The 
questions dealt with such facts as: 
1. The number of years service as a principal. 
2. The frequency of faculty meetings. 
3. The length of the meetings. 
4. Reasons for difficulty in scheduling teachers' 
meetings. 
S. Topics on which most time had been spent and 
topics on which no time had been spent. 
6. Planning for meetings. 
lphilip R. Hammond, "A' Survey of Teachers' Meetings in 
New Hampshire in Elementary Schools That Have Supervising 
Principals" (unpublished Master's 'lbesis, Boston University., 
School of Education, 'Boston, Massachusetts, 1960). 
26 
7. Physical surroundings of meetings. 
'Upon completion of this questionnaire, a teachers' question-
n~i was constructed in much the same fashion as was the 
principals'. Once the questionnaires were finished, an 
analysis of each was made, deciding whether or not the answers 
to these questions would give the writers the data for which 
they searched. Many questions were eliminated and more per-
tinent ones substituted. The writers then reorganized both 
questionnaires, following a logical time sequence and balanc-
ing each question in the principals' questionnaire . with a 
similar question in that of the teachers'. The questionnaires 
were then presented to the Seminar in Administration and 
Supervision at Boston University, under the direction of 
Dr. W. Linwood Chase, Professor of Education. After a 
critical analysis by the Seminar, the questionnaires were made 
into final fonn. (See Appendix A). 
A letter of explanation and an invitation to partictpa~ 
in the study was prepared by Dr. W. Linwood Chase and sent to 
five superintendents of schools in Massachusetts. (See 
Appendix B). The letter was accompanied by a copy of the 
principal's questionnaire. Each superintendent cooperated by 
sending a list of the elementary supervising principals in 
his town who were willing to participate, and also the number 
of teachers within each principal's building. In several 
cases, there were principals who supervised more than one 
building. The total population used in the study was 25 
principals and 362 teachers in their schools. 
27 
The principal's questionnaire, along with the teachers• 
questionnaires,were sent to each principal in a large packet. 
A letter of directives and procedure to be followed accom-
panied each principal's questionnaire. (See Appendix B). 
Each individual questionnaire within the packet was to be com-
pleted by principal and teachers respectively, sealed within 
its own envelope and returned to the principal. The principal 
in turn, was to deliver the completed questionnaires to the 
superintendent's office. Meanwhile, a letter explaining what 
lwas taking place was forwarded to each superintendent, in orde 
that he might be well informed during the entire time the 
study was being conducted within his town. (See Appendix B.) 
An analysis of the returns will be found in Chapter III 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This study is concerned with the viewpoints of elemen-
tary teachers and principals toward teachers' meetings as 
they are conducted within individual schools. Provisions made 
for teachers' meet~ngs and the methods and procedures used in 
conducting teachers' meetings were of primary importance. 
Questionnaires were sent to 25 principals and 361 
teachers of five towns in Massachusetts as reported in 
Chapter II. TWenty-five principals and 341 teachers returned 
the instruments. This is a return of 100 per cent of the 
instruments sent to the principals and 94.19 per cent of those 
sent to the teachers. 
In the tables to follow, an "x" is used to indicate 
the responses of supervising building principals as they re-
late to the answers given by them on their returned instru-
11 
'jments. In interpreting the tables, each different letter 
!represents the separate towns which were used during the 
II li survey. The number or numbers following each letter represent 
II a school or schools within the surveyed town. 
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IIIII 11:!1 In reporting the number of meetings held during the 
'' I ,, i· ~~first half of the school year, shown in Table I, a greater !i 
j, II jjmJID.ber of teachers disagreed with their principals than agree~! 
II !i !I 'lbree principals did not respond to the item. In two of these li 
jl il !!three cases, the majority of teachers in these buildings re- ji~ 
lisponded that there had been six meetings held. In the third 1ii I! jl 
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,case, l..t was reported that four meetings had been held. Only n 
11, !!five of the other twenty-two principals reporting had a ma- li' 
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Teachers 
TABLE II 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS AGREEING AND 
DISAGREEING WITH THEIR PRINCIPALS' REPORTS 
ON NUMBER OF FACULTY MEETINGS 
Number Per Cent 
Agreeing 
31 
with the Principal 69 28.63 
Teachers Disagreeing 
with the Principal 172 71.37 
'!================ 
I !I One hundred seventy-two teachers, out of 241 teachers 
!!answering the question, disagreed with their principals. 
1
1 
Only 69 of the 241 teachers agreed with their principals. 
This resulted in a percentage of 28.63 teachers agreeing with 
the principals and 71.37 per cent disagreeing, as shown in 
Table II. 
----------
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TABLE III 
I 
II il 
TEACHERS' AND PRINCIPALS ' REPORTS CONCERNING THE PlANNED 
FREQUENCY OF FACULTY MEETINGS HELD DURING 
'lHE FIRST HALF OF THE SCHOOL YEAR 
II 
II 
I! 
!I SCHOOLS 
A1 
A 2-3 
1 A 4 lA 5 
lA 6 A7 
I B 1-2 B 3-4 I B 5-6 
.1 B 7-8-9 liB 10 
lie 1 
IIC 2 I c 3 
1 c 4 
1 c s 
I C 6 
I C 7 
ID 1-2 D 3 
E 1 
E 2-3 
E 4 
E S 
E 6 
a 
*a twice a week 
*b weekly 
b 
4 
X 
1 
1 
1 
a *c once every two weeks 
*d monthly 
l*e not at stated times 
i*f others (specify) 
Planned Frequency* 
c 
-
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!I! All twenty-five principals reported the planned fre- II 
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·' I• II quency of faculty meetings held in their buildings during the !I 
!' !r 
f! first half of the school year. Table III shows the various 111 
'I !1 I! planned frequencies in the buildings of the five towns re- !I 
, !l 
I! porting. The largest number of principals (or 12) reported !I l ., l !: ll that their meetings were not held at stated times. In one of 11 
i! these twelve cases the majority of teachers did not agree withl! 
:1 II 
I! their principal. These teachers reported that their meetings 11 
ll I· 
!!were held monthly rather than at unstated times. Nine princi-1! 
!i !l jl pals reported that their meetings were held monthly. In four II 
jl of these nine reports, the majority of the teachers said that 'I 
,I I! 
1! their meetings were held at unstated times. Two principals 11 
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reported that meetings were held once every two weeks in their !I 
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!I buildings. In one instance, the majority of the teachers said ll 
'i r 
l1 the meetings were held at unstated times rather than bi-weekly~ 
!I II II One principal reported weekly meetings were held in his build- il 
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TABLE IV 
NUMBER. AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS AGREEING AND DISAGREEING 
, WITH THEIR PRINCIPALS' REPORTS ON THE PLANNED l FREQUENCY OF FACULTY MEETINGS 
!,~========~~============================~' 
1 
Number Per Cent I 
1 Teachers Agreeing I ! with the Principal 198 58.58 
Teachers Disagreeing 
with the Principal 140 41.42 
1 The majority of teachers being supervised by eighteen 
I of the twenty-five principals agreed with the principals' I 
response in reporting the planned frequency of faculty 
,meetings held in their buildings during the first half of the 
i 
ll school year. Table IV shows that 198 teachers, of the 338 
I I teachers reporting, agreed with their principals. This 
! showed that 58.58 per cent of the teachers reporting were in 
agreement with the principal. One hundred forty teachers dis-
agreed with their principals. This showed 41.42 per cent of 
the teachers who reported varied in their response from the 
way in which the principals had responded. 
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Table V lists the reports of teachers and principals 
concerning the scheduling of faculty meetings during the :first 
half of the school year. In response to the question of when 
faculty meetings were held in schools, a greater number of 
teachers agreed with their principals than disagreed. Of 
25 principals reporting, 25 principals had majorities of their 
teachers respond in agreement with them. Principals of 
schools A2-3, A4, Dl-2, D3, El, E2-3, and E4 reported two 
choices each, ("a" and "b ") when they responded to the ques-
tion. The responses of the principals in these schools were 
grouped with the majority of responses chosen by their teacher1 
in each of the school buildings supervised by them. In school 
A2-3, one teacher responded ''b" and "c". This response was 
inclu~ed with the majority responses of teachers in that build-
ing, (response "b"). In school A6, five teachers responded 
"a" and "b". '!heir responses were included with the majority 
responses of teachers in that building, (response ''b"). In 
school B3-4, four teachers responded "a" and "b" and one 
teacher responded "b" and "c". Their responses were included 
~ith the majority responses of teachers in that building, 
response "b". In building C6, one teacher responded "a" and 
"b". This response was included with the majority responses o:f 
teachers in that building, (response "b"). In building Dl-2, 
;four teachers responded "a" and "b". Their responses were in-
~luded with the majority responses of teachers in that build-
ing, (response "b"). In building D3, four teachers responded 
"a" and ''b ". Their responses were included with the majority 
responses of teachers in that building, (response "a"). In 
building E2-3, 11 teachers responded "a" and ''b". 'lbeir 
responses were included with the majority responses of 
teachers in that building, (response "b"). In building E4, 
7 teachers responded "a" and ''b". Their responses were in-
cluded with the majority responses of teachers in that buil•-
ing, (response "b"). In building E6, two teachers responded 
"a" and "b". Their responses were included with the majority 
responses of teachers in that building, (response "a"). 
In reference to the second section of the table in 
relation to whether or not teachers were allowed a preference 
in choosing days and times when meetings were to be called, 
a greater number of teachers agreed with their principals 
than disagreed. TWenty-three principals out of 25 responded 
to this item. Fourteen of the 23 principals reporting had a 
ty of their teachers agree with them. TWo schools (AS 
and E2-3) reported a tie between teachers on the question. 
There were 7 principals whose teachers did not agree with them 
called. 
question. The majority of teachers of the 
reporting stated that they were given a 
in choosing days and times when meetings were to 
The third section of the table was not used as a 
comparison item between pr,incipals and teachers. Its main 
purpose was to record reports of teachers in relation to why 
they felt they should be given preferences in helping to 
specify meeting times. Principals were not asked to report 
on this item. 
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TABLE VI 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS AGREEING AND DISAGREEING 
WITH '!HEIR PRINCIPALS' REPORTS ON 'IHE SCHEDULING 
OF FACULTY MEETINGS 
When Meetings Allowed 
Scheduled Preference 
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Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Teachers Agreeing 
with the Principal 327 96.18 193 58.84 
Teachers Disagreeing 
with the Principal 13 3.82 135 41.16 
Three hundred twenty-seven teachers out of 340 teachers 
reporting on when meetings were scheduled in buildings agreed 
with their principals. Thirteen teachers out of 340 teachers 
disagreed with their principals. This resulted in a percentagE 
of 96.18 teachers agreeing with their principals and 3.82 dis-
agreeing, as shown in Table VI. 
In relation to the second section of Table VI where 
teachers and principals were questioned as to whether or not 
teachers were allowed a preference in choosing days and times 
~hen meetings were to be called, 193 teachers out of 328 
agreed with their principals. One hundred thirty-five teacher~ 
out of 328 disagreed with their principals. This resulted in 
a percentage of 58.84 teachers agreeing with their principals, 
and 41.16 disagreeing with them. 
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TABLE VII 
TEACHERS' AND PRINCIPALS' REACTIONS CONCERNING 
THE VAL~S OF 1EACHERS' MEETINGS 
• Digree of • ' f 
' 
Value 
' ' 
Greatest Values # 
' t • t 
'!.!..... *b *c • '...!L. h c d e • 
- -· - - - -
SCHOOLS 
iA 1 7 x3 6 X 9 1' xS X 7 J
lA 2-3 9 . XI 8 xl1 6 xS X 6 
IA4 7 xS 7 xl1 x3 x6 7 
lAS 2 6 x2 ···x3 xl1 4 x7 7 
lA 6 9 x4 6 xl2 X 8 x7 
lA 7 1 6 x7 9 xll 3 x7 x9 
B 1-2 4 6 x1 9 xl3 4 x4 x11 
IB 3-4 x18 2 xl2 xl4 x8 4 11 
B 5-6 xl3 2 9 xll x4 x2 7 
B 7-8-9 xl6 4 x8 xll xS 7 13 
B 10 1 xl2 s 13 10 x8 x4 xl1 
c 1 3 12 xS xlS 7 x2 7 xl4 
c 2 s x1 2 x6 4 x3 X 3 
c 3 1 X 3 3 x2 X 2 xl 2 4 
c 4 1 X 6 2 x7 X 3 x3 4 4 
c s x'6 1 3 7 2 4 xS 
c 6 X 3 s X 6 4 x6 X 5 
c 7 3 x4 x4 x4 xl 3 6 
D 1-2 2 xl3 1 10 xlS xS xS 10 
D 3 6 xlO x7 xl4 10 5 xl2 
E 1 4 15 X 9 x15 6 x8 xlO 
E 2-3 s 9 x3 10 xl1 x8 1 xl1 
E 4 11 x2 x5 xll s x8 10 
E S 1 11 x2 9 xll x7 3 X 6 
E 6 3 xl3 4 6 xl7 7 x8 xl7 
*a little value *b some value *c great value 
#Greatest Values: 
a Increase of morale 
b Aid professional growth 
c Instill confidence in beginning teachers 
d Promote deeper understanding of human values 
e Preservation of the democratic approach in the educational 
processes. 
Table VII shows the degree of value and the greatest 
values that principals and teachers felt had been derived 
from faculty meetings within their buildings. In reporting 
the degree of value, fifteen of the twenty-five principals 
felt that their faculty meetings had been of great value. 
The responses of the majority of teachers being supervised 
by these fifteen principals were not in accord with their 
principals' reports. These teachers reported that their 
faculty meetings had been of some value rather than saying 
they were of great value. The remaining ten principals 
felt that their meetings had been of some value. The teadlers 
supervised by eight of these ten principals were in 
eement with the principals' responses. In the other two 
-~~·~-·~·g' the majority of the teachers reported their meeti 
been of great value rather than some value, as the princi-
had reported. 
In answering question six on the questionnaire, princi-
s and teachers were asked to check three of the items which 
felt were the greatest values to come out of teachers' 
In reporting the greatest values which had been de-
their faculty meetings, twenty-one principals felt 
t their meetings had aided professional growth the most. 
seventeen of these reports, the majority of teachers agreed 
th the principals. In the ·remaining four cases, the majori 
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of teachers being supervised by three of the principals felt 
that their meetings had contributed most to the preservation 
of the democratic approach in the educational processes. In 
the fourth case, the majority of teachers felt that their 
meetings had contributed most to an increase of morale. 
The second greatest value to have been derived from 
faculty meetings was the preservation of the democratic 
approach in the educational processes, as reported by fifteen 
of the twenty-five principals, as shown in Table VII. The 
teachers being supervised bf ten of these fifteen principals 
agreed with their principals' reports. In the remaining five 
cases, the teachers reported in a different manner than their 
principal had reported. In two buildings the majority of 
teachers felt that the faculty meetings had contributed more 
to an increase of morale. The teachers in the remaining three 
buildings each reported a different response than those 
already mentioned. The majority of the teachers in one build-
ing felt that the meetings had contlibuted more to instilling 
confidence in beginning teachers. The majority of teachers in 
the second building felt that the meetings had promoted a 
deeper understanding of human values. The majority of 
teachers in the third building felt that the meetings had 
~;n~n professional growth more than preserving the democratic 
approach in the educational processes. 
The third greatest value to be derived from faculty 
meetings was a promotion of a deeper understanding of human 
values, as reported by fourteen principals, as shown in 
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Table VII. The teachers in a majority of the buildings being 
supervised by these principals had responded in a different 
manner than their principal. A majority of these teachers 
had responded to the faculty meetings contributing more to 
the increasing of morale or the preserving of the democratic 
approach in the educational processes. 
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TABLE VIII 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS AGREEING AND DISAGREEING 
WITH THEIR PRINCIPAlS REACTIONS CONCERNING THE 
VALUES OF TEACHERS.' ME.:ETINGS 
Dezree of Value Greatest Values 
,Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Teachers Agreeing 159 47.04 563 63.12 
lwith the Principal 
Teachers Disagreeing U:79 52.96 329 36.88 
iwith the Principal 
Table VIII shows that only 159 teachers agreed with 
their principals as to the degree of value of the faculty 
m~~~in~A conducted within their respective buildings. Of the 
338 teachers reporting, 179 of them disagreed with the princi-
pals as to the degree of value of their faculty meetings. The 
per cent of teachers agreeing with the principals' responses 
was only 47.04. The remaining 52.96 per cent had disagreed 
!with their principals in responding to what degree of value 
they felt that their faculty meetings had been thus far this 
year. 
As to the greatest values having been derived from theil 
!meetings, 63.12 per cent of the teachers agreed with their 
!principals, while only 36.88 per cent disagreed. 
TABLE IX 
TEACHERS t AND PRINCIPALS' REPORTS CONCERNING 
THE AVERAGE AND DESIRED LENGTH OF MEETINGS 
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Length of Meetings* ' Desirable Le.]¥tli # • 
• t • 
• a b c d e • • a b c d e • 
~ ,...._._ ~ ---·- - - - -- --. 
SCHOOLS 
Al 
A 2-3 
A4 
AS 
A6 
A7 
B 1-2 
B 3-4 
B 5-6 
B 7-8-9 
B 10 
c 1 
c 2 
c 3 
c 4 
c s 
c 6 
c 7 
D 1-2 
D 3 
E 1 
E 2-3 
E 4 
E S 
E 6 
xlO 
6 9 X 1 
xlO 3 
X 4 7 
x8 5 
X 9 5 
8 X 9 
x12 · 8 
4 x11 
8 X 9 
x16 2 
2 xl9 
X 4 2 
5 X 2 
9 X 
3 4 X 
X 7 1 
x7 
1 x14 
x15 1 
1 
2 x15 
x16 1 
2 11 X 
x10 2 2 
13 s 1 
*Length of Meetings: 
a t hour 
b 1 hour 
c lt hours 
d 2 hours 
e More than above 
x10 
3 x12 
3 X 9 
x9 
1 x12 
2 X 9 
10 X 4 
1 
1 
2 
3 
12 X 5 1 
4 11 X 
9 X 8 
x12 s 
S xlO 1 
X 4 2 
4 X 1 
7 1 X 
1 X 5 1 
x8 
7 
2 xl3 
x14 1 
1 
4 x12 1 
11 4 x1 
7 6 X 
xlO 3 1 
12 7 
#Desirable Length: 
a t hour 
b 1 hour 
c 1t hours 
d 2 hours 
e More than above 
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Table IX lists teachers• and principals' reports 
concerning the average length of teachers • meetings and 
desired length of teachers' meetings held in schools surveyed 
in this report. In response to the first section of the table 
concerning the average length of teachers' meetings, a greater 
number of teachers agreed with their principals than dis-
agreed. TWenty-four of the 25 principals surveyed reported 
on the question. One principal did not respond. Of the 24 
principals reporting, 18 had majorities of their teachers 
respond in agreement with them. There were 6 principals whose 
teachers did not agree with them when reporting on the ques-
tion. Two of these principals in schools C3 and C4 reported 
two choices each ("a" and "b"). · They 'stipulated that response · 
'~" was most often employed in the holding of teachers' meet-
ings. Therefore, the responses of these principals were 
grouped under response "b''• The majority of the teachers of 
the principal not reporting selected response tta" as their 
report concerning the average length of meetings held in 
their school. 
A total of 8 teachers in schools A2-3, B3-4 (2 teachers 
in this school), BS-6, C3, C6, Dl-2, and E4 reported two re-
1s~~··u~~· to the question ("a" and "b"). They stipulated that 
response "b" was most often employed when meetings were con-
ducted in their buildings. Therefore, their respons~ were 
grouped ,under response ''b". A. teacher in school El reported 
two responses on the same question ("b" and "c"). A teacher 
in school ES reported two responses to the same question ("a" 
and "c"). In both cases they stated that response "c" was 
t often employed when meetings were conducted in their 
buildings. They were grouped under response "c ". 
In reference to the second section of Table IX con-
cerning the desired length of meetings as reported by teachers 
and principals, a greater number of teachers agreed with their 
principals than disagreed. Twenty-three principals out of 25 
reported on this item. Fifteen of the 23 principals reporting 
had a majority of their teachers agree with them. There· were 
eignt5'principals whose teachers disagreed with them. The ma-
ority of teachers of the two principals who did not respond 
ported as follows: school C7 selected one hour as their 
sired length of teachers• meetings (response ''b"); while 
•o~·u~·vl E6 selected one-half hour as their desired length of 
(response "au). Principals in schools C4 
E2-3 (who disagreed with their teachers) reported that 
desired length of teachers• meetings was one and 
long (response "c"). They were grouped under response 
The principal in school es-6 (who disagreed with his 
reported his choices as "a", "b", and "c". He 
that his main preference was response "c ". His report 
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was included under response "en. Principal ES reported that 
his desired length of teachers' meetings depended upon "needs 
at the time". His response was included with the majority 
responses of his teachers which were responses "a". 
TABLE X 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS AGREEING AND DISAGREEING 
WITH THEIR PRINCIPALS' REPORTS ON LENGTH OF MEETINGS 
AND DESIRABLE LENGTH OF MEETINGS 
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Length of Meetings Desirable Length 
of Meetings 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Teachers .Agreeing 
with the Principal 167 63.98 168 54.90 
Teachers Disagreeing 
with the Principal 94 36.02 138 45.10 
One hundred sixty-seven teachers out of 261 teachers 
reporting on the length of teachers' meetings in their build-
ings agreed with their principals. Ninety-four teachers out 
of 261 teachers disagreed with their principals. This re-
sulted in a percentage of 63.98 teachers agreeing with their 
principals and 36.02 disagreeing, as shown in Table x. 
In reporting on the desirable length of teachers' meet-
ings, held in school buildings, 168 teachers out of 306 
teachers agreed with their principals. One hundred thirty-
eight teachers out of 306 disagreed with their principals. 
This resulted in a percentage of 54.90 teachers agreeing with 
their principals and 45.1Q ell sagreeing with them. 
so 
TABLE XI 
TEACHERS' AND PRINCIPALS' REACTIONS 
CONCERNIIG PRESENTATION OF AGENDA 
A&enda Presented Receipt of ;Agenda* 
Yes No 
...!... b c 
- - -
SCH0018 
Al. 2 7 1 2 2 
A 2-3 xl6 2 1 
A 4 X 2 10 x4 2 
AS xlO 1 6 X 2 
A 6 x13 2 x1 
A7 X S 6 8 1 1. 
B 1-2 3 x13 2 1 3 
B 3-4 xl.6 3 s s x7 
B S-6 xlO s 7 1 X 
B 7-8-9 xl7 xl 1 
B 10 X S 13 2 s X S 
c 1 2 xl9 3 s 
c 2 X S X 2 
c 3 X 6 1 1 
c 4 x2 6 2 X l 
c s X 3 4 X 3 l 
c 6 X 2 s X 1 l 
0 7 X 7 1 
D 1-.Z x14 2 1 4 xS 
D 3 7 x9 l xS 
IE 1 x19 x19 
IE 2-3 4 xl2 X 4 1 2 
IE 4 xl1 xl2 1 IE s s x9 3 1 3 IE 6 15 2 14 1 1 
I*Receipt of .Agenda: 
a at the meeting 
b day before 
c three days to a week before 
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In reporting the reactions of teachers and principals 
concerning presentations of agenda, shown in Table XI, a 
greater number of teachers agreed with their principals than 
disagreed when asked about presentations of agenda before the 
conduct of teachers' meetings. Twenty-three principals out of 
25 responded to the question. Two principals failed to re-
port. Of the 23 principals reporting, 16 had majorities of 
their teachers respond in agreement with them. There were 7 
principals whose teachers did not agree with them in reporting 
the item. Of the two schools whose principals did not report, 
the majority of teachers in school Al responded "No"to the 
question. Tbe majority of teachers in school E6 reported '~es' 
to the same question. Principals in schools A6, Bl-2, B7-8-9, 
and C2 reported '~es" and "No" to the question. They were 
grouped under the "No" response column because the majority of 
their teachers responded "No" in answering the question. 
Principal 03 reported that "he did not use a formal agenda". 
His report was included in the "No" response column. One 
teacher in school C5 reported '~es" and ''No" to the question. 
She stated that fh e very seldom received an agenda. Her re-
sponse was included under the "No" column. 
BOSTON UNlVmSITY 
EDUCATION LliJRARY 
II 
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In reference to the second section of Table XI, 
!concerning how far in advance of teachers' meetings agenda 
were presented, a greater number of teachers agreed with their 
principals than disagreed. Sixteen principals out of 25 re-
ported on the question. Nine principals did not report. Nine 
of the 16 principals reporting had a majority of their teacheu 
agree with them. There were 4 principals whose teachers did 
not agree with them. The three remaining schools (B7-8-9, Blq 
and C6) reported a'tie between teachers on the question. The 
principal in school B7-8-9 gave his response as "a"; the prin-
cipal of school BlO responded "c"; and the principal in school 
C6 responded "b". Principal AS responded "an and "c". He was 
careful to state that response "c" was used most often by him, 
and, therefore, his report is included under "c". Principal 
B7 responded "a" and "b". His response was included under "a" 
because he stated that "att was used most often in his school. 
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TABLE XII 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS AGREEING AND DISAGREEING 
WITH '!HEIR PRINCIPALS' REACTIONS CONCERNING 
PRESENTATION OF AGENDA 
Teachers Agreeing 
fwith the Principal 
Teachers Disagreeing 
lwith the Principal 
~enda Presented 
Number Per Cent 
--
218 70.27 
82 29.73 
Receipt of Agenda 
Number Per Cent 
--
71 57.72 
52 42.28 
TWo hundred eighteen teachers out of 300 teachers re-
porting on the presentations of agenda before the conduct of 
teachers' meetings agreed with their principals. Eighty-two 
teachers out of 300 teachers disagreed with their principals. 
This resulted in a percentage of 70.27 teachers agreeing with 
their principals and 29.73 disagreeing, as shown in Table XII. 
In reporting on how far in advance of teachers' 
meetings agenda were presented, 71 teachers out of 123 agreed 
with their principals. Fifty-two teachers out of 123 teachers 
disagreed with their principals. This resulted in a per-
centage of 57.72 teachers agreeing with their principals and 
42.28 disagreeing with them. 
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TABlE XIII 
TEACHERS' AND PRINCIPALS' REACTIONS CONCERNING 
CONTRIBUTIONS AND REVISIONS OF AGENDA 
<::ontributions ReVisions 
Yes No Yes No 
SCHOOLS 
A 1 X 6 4 1 6 
A 2-3 X S 6 X 4 
A4 X S s 2 6 
AS X 8 2 X S 4 
A6 x4 7 1 x6 
A7 X 6 8 X 4 6 
B 1-2 X 4 11 X 2 10 
B 3-4 x14 4 X 3 14 
B S-6 2 xl1 1 10 
B 7-8-9 x9 6 4 x6 
B 10 X 8 10 X 6 11 
c 1 ~ 7 13 2 12 
c 2 x4 1 X 
c 3 2 X 4 1 xS 
c 4 x4 2 4 x2 
c s X 6 X 2 4 
c 6 X 2 3 1 X 3 
c 7 2 X 1 3 
D 1-2 9 X 7 s X 9 
D 3 x12 .1 xlO 2 
E 1 x18 1 X 7 12 
E 2-3 X 8 8 X 3 8 
E 4 X 8 4 3 X 9 
E S x4 8 2 9 
IE 6 s 15 3 17 
--
ss 
Table XIII lists teachers' and principals' reactions 
concerning contributions and revisions of agenda in relation 
to teachers' meetings. In answering the first section of the 
Table XIII, concerning contributions of teachers in the compo-
sition of agenda for teachers' meetings, a greater number of 
teachers agreed with their principals than disagreed. TWenty-
four principals out of 25 responded to the question. One 
principal did not respond. Of the 24 principals reporting, 
12 had majorities of their teachers respond in agreement with 
them. There were 10 principals whose teachers did not agree 
with them when reporting the question. The two remaining 
principals of schools A4 and E2-3 reported a tie between 
teachers reporting on the question. The principals in both 
of these schools responded "Yes" to the question. The ma-
jority of teachers of the principal who did not report re-
sponded "No" to the question. The principal of school BS 
stated that he "occasionally'' gave teachers an opportunity to 
contribute items to agenda when conducting teachers' meetings. 
His response was included with that of the majority of his 
teachers who responded "No" to the question. 
In reference to the second section of Table XIII, con-
~erning opportunities of teachers to revise agenda at the 
~eginning of scheduled teachers' meetings, a greater number of 
teachers disagreed with their principals than agreed. Eigh-
teen principals out of 25 reported on the question. Seven 
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principals failed to report. Eight of the 18 principals re-
porting had a majority of their teachers agree with tham. 
There were 10 principals whose teachers did not agree with 
them. Of the seven schools whose principals did not report, 
the majority of teachers in each of the schools reported "No" 
to the question. 
TABLE XIV 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF 'IEACHERS AGREEING AND DISAGREEING 
WI 1H '!HEIR PRINCIPALS' REACTIONS CONCERNING 
CONTRIBUTIONS AND REVISIONS OF AGENDA 
Contributions Revisions 
NUmber Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Teachers Agreeing 
with the Principal 165 58.30 82 46.33 
Teachers Disagreeing 
with the Principal 118 41.70 95 53.67 
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one hundred sixty-five teachers out of 283 teachers 
reporting on the contributions of teachers in the composition 
of agenda for teachers• meetings agreed with their principals. 
One hundred eighteen teachers out of 283 teachers disagreed 
with their principals. This resulted in a percentage of 58.30 
teachers agreeing with their principals and 41.70 disagreeing, 
as shown in Table XIV. 
In reporting on opportunities of teachers to revise 
agenda at the beginning of scheduled meetings, 82 teachers 
out of 177 teachers agreed with their principals. Ninety-five 
teachers out of 177 teachers disagreed with their principals. 
This resulted in a percentage of 46.33 teachers agreeing with 
their principals and 53.67 disagreeing with them. 
S8 
TABLE XV 
TEACHERS 1 AND PRINCIPALS 1 REPORTS CONCERNING 
PHYSICAL FAC'IORS CONOOCIVE '10 GOOD MEETINGS 
1 1 • • • Seating 
'Relaxation' • Refreshments' 'Arrayement 
1 • 1 • t 
'Yes No • 'Yes No • 'Yes ~ 
- - - - -
SCHOOLS 
A1 X 8 2 x7 x10 
A 2-3 x11 2 3 6 x16 
A4 xlO 2 x13 x12 1 
AS ·xlO 1 xll xll 
A 6 xl2 1 x13 x8 5 
A7 2 xl2 xl3 xll 3 
B 1 X S 10 1 13 xlS 2 
B 3-4 x13 6 xlO 8 10 x7 
B 5-6 X 9 s x4 6 xl4 
B 7-8-9 x16 7 x9 xl6 2 
B 10 4 x12 1 x16 xlO 8 
c 1 X 9 10 x6 13 x6 14 
c 2 X 6 X 3 2 X 6 
c 3 x5 1 X 1 6 X 7 
c 4 5 X 4•' 1 X 7 x7 1 
c s X .7 X 2 4 x7 
c 6 2 X 4 x7 x8 
c 7 2 X S x4 X 7 
~ 1-2 6 xlO 4 x12 x14 
1D 3 xlS 1 7 x7 x15 
IE 1 X 8 11 x17 xl4 4 
~ 2-3 x6 11 X 1 16 X 4 12 
~ 4 x9 2 X 5 1 x12 ~ s X 6 7 4 x7 xl2 2 
~ 6 4 15 4 xl4 x17 2 
I 
I 
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In reporting whether or not relaxation was provided at 
faculty meetings held within the buildings of the five towns 
surveyed, eighteen principals said that relaxation was pro-
vided, as shown in Table XV. The majority of teachers in 
five of the buildings being supervised by these principals did 
not agree with the principals' responses. The majority of 
teachers in the remaining thirteen buildings agreed in their 
responses with the principals. Six principals reported that 
relaxation was not provided. The majority of teachers in 
five of these buildings agreed with the principals' responses. 
In one building, the majority of teachers said relaxation was 
provided at the faculty meetings. One principal did not 
answer the question. However, the majority of teachers in 
that building responded in the negative. 
In reporting,whether or not provision was made for re-
freshments at th~ faculty meetings, thirteen principals re-
ported in an affirmative manner. However, the majority of 
teachers in five of the buildings being supervised by these 
thirteen principals disagreed, as shown in Table XV. Ten 
principals and a majority of their teachers reported a nega-
tive response to this question of provision for refreshments. 
TWo principals did not report an answer to the question. The 
majority of teachers in these two buildings reported that re-
freshments were not served at their faculty meetings. 
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When asked if the meetings were held in informal 
surroundings with face-to-face seating arrangements, twenty-
four principals, as shown in Table XV, said their meetings 
were held in such surroundings. In all but two instances, 
the majority of the teachers agreed with the principals. One 
principal reported his meetings were not conducted in such 
informal surroundings.. However, the majority of his teachers 
said that they had been conducted in informal surroundings. 
I 
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TABLE XVI 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS AGREEING AND DISAGREEING 
WITH THEIR PRINCIPALS' REPORTS CONCERNIN.7 RELAXATION 
CONDUCIVE TO GOOD MEETINGS 
Teachers ~~reeing 
with the Principal 
Teachers Disagreeing 
with the Principal 
Number 
212 
93 
Relaxation 
Per Cent 
69.51 
30.49 
Table XVI shows that 212 teachers, of the 305 teachers 
reporting, agreed with the principals' responses as to whether 
or not relaxation had been provided at their faculty meetings. 
This showed that 69.51 per cent of the teachers agreed with 
the principals. There were, however, 93 teachers who dis-
agreed with their principals in the way in which they re-
sponded to the question. This showed 30.49 per cent of the 
305 teachers reporting were not in agreement with the 
principals. 
------------------------------------.-------
TABlE XVII 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS AGREEING AND DISAGREEING 
WITH THEIR PRINCIPALS CONCERNING REFRESHMENTS 
AND SEATING ARRANGEMENTS 
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Refreshments Seating Arrangements 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Teachers Agreeing 
with the Principal 189 69.2.3 266 80.12 
Teachers Disagreeing 
with the Principal 84 30.77 66 19.88 
Table XVII shows that 189 teachers, of the 273 who 
responded, agreed with the principals • responses regarding the 
provision of refreshments at their faculty meetings. This 
showed that 69.23 per cent of the teachers agreed with the 
principals. The remaining 84 teachers did not agree with theu 
principals in responding to the question. This showed 30.77 
per cent of the teachers did not agree with the principals' 
responses. 
In reporting whether or not meetings were held in 
informal surroundings, 266 teachers, of the 332 teachers re-
tporting, were in agreement with the principals, showing that 
~0.12 per cent of the teachers agreed with their principals' 
~esponses. The other 66 teachers responded in an opposite 
~anner from their principals' responses. This showed that 
only 19.88 per cent of the teachers did not agree with the 
~rincipals regarding the surroundings of their faculty meeti~ 
1 
B 2-3 
S-6 
TABlE XVIII 
TEACHERS' AND PRINCIPAI.S' REACTIONS CONCERNING THE 
USE OF TEACHER BULLETINS 
Yes No 
4 xS 
2 x12 
6 X 7 
X 7 4 
4 8 
X 3 11 
x11 2 
X 7 11 
8 x6 
7-8-9 8 X 9 
10 xlO 9 
9 x11 
2 x4 
4 X 3 
X 2 4 
3 x4 
1 X S 
X S 
x3 12 
2 x14 
18 X 
x9 6 
7 x4 
6 x6 
xlO 6 
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In reporting what principals and teachers felt re-
garding the distribution of teacher bulletins as a means of 
handling much of what is discussed at faculty meetings, nine 
principals felt this was a possible solution, as shown in 
Table XVIII. The majority of teachers, in four of the build-
ings being supervised by four of these nine principals, did 
not agree with the principals' responses. These teachers felt 
that much of what is discussed at faculty meetings coul6 be 
better taken care of at a faculty meeting rather than through 
the distribution of teacher bulleti~. Fifteen principals 
felt that much of what is discussed at faculty meetings could 
not be better handled through the distribution of the teacher 
........ 
bulletina. The majority of teachers, being supervised by 
three of these fifteen principals, did not agree. They felt 
that teacher bulletins could handle much of what is being dis-
cussed at their faculty meetings. One principal did not re-
spond to the question. However, the majority of teachers, 
being supervised by this principal, felt that much of what is 
discussed at faculty meetings could ~ be better handled 
through the distribution of teacher bulletins. 
1 . 
TABLE XIX 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS AGREEING AND DISAGREEING 
WITH THEIR PRINCIPALS CONCERNING 
'!HE USE OF TEACHER BULLETINS 
Teachers Agreeing 
[with the Principal 
Teachers Disagreeing 
!with the Principal 
Number 
157 
145 
Per Cent 
51.99 
48.01 
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Table XIX shows that 157 teachers, of the 302 teachers 
respon4ing to whether or not the distribution of teacher 
bulletins could better handle much of what is discussed at 
faculty meetings, agreed with the principals. The remaining 
145 teachers disagreed with the principals' responses. A 
majority of principals and teachers felt that much of what is 
being discussed at faculty meetings could not be better 
handled through the distribution of teacher bulletins. This 
resulted in 51.99 per cent of the teachers agreeing with the 
principals' responses. The remaining 48.01 per cent of the 
teachers reacted in an opposite manner from that of the 
principals. 
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TABlE XX 
LIST OF TOPICS ON WHICH TEACHERS REPORT MOST TIME IS SPENT 
DURING THE CONDUCT OF FACULTY MEETINGS 
Topics Reported 
Building Procedures 
Teacher's Duties 
Curriculum 
Report Cards 
Testing 
Parent Conferences 
P. T. A. Plans 
Playground Problems 
Audio-Visual Aids 
Assembly Programs 
Discipline 
Homework 
Grading Papers 
Working Conditions 
Local, State, National 
Teachers' Organizations 
Lunch Programs 
School Budget 
Use of Library 
Field Trips 
Extra-CUrricular Activities 
Salaries 
Transportation 
Safety Patrol 
Number of Times Reported 
242 
238 
212 
155 
103 
93 
91 
70 
60 
59 
so 
46 
43 
42 
28 
27 
27 
24 
22 
20 
20 
9 
8 
Table XX lists the topics and the number of t~es they 
were reported by teachers in relation to subjects discussed 
in the conduct o~ teachers' meetings in their schools during 
the year. Teachers were requested to check 5 topics out of a 
possible 23 topics which they felt most time had been spent on. 
lOut of 341 teachers surveyed, 341 responded to the question. 
Most teachers checked S topics. Some teachers checked more 
than 5 topics. Other teachers checked less than 5 topics. 
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All topics were reported. The topics were reported from as 
high as 242 times ("Building Pm cedures ") to as low as 8 times 
("Safety Patrol"). The 5 topics reported as being discussed 
most were: "Building Procedures", "Teacher's Duties",· 
"Curriculum", "Report C.ardsu, and "Testing". "wnch Programs" 
and "School Budgets" were both reported 27 times. "Extra-
curricular Activities" and usalaries" were reported 20 timea 
each. All other topics reported followed a normal sequential 
number pattern from high to low degree. 
The questionnaiTes sent to the teachers being surveyed 
contained a section for them to write any other topics dis-
cussed at their meeting11 which were not included in the 23 
topics listed in the orig~nal question. The follo~ng topics 
and the number of times the topics were written in by teachers 
are listed: "Bulletins From the Superintendent's Office" 
(reported 4 times ), "Book·and Supply Orders" (reported 4 
times), "Changes in Educational Theory and Practice" (reported 
3 times), "Programs for Talented Children" (reported 3 times), 
"Instructional Teaching Techniques and Procedures" (reported 
12 times), and "New Ma tet;"ials" (reported 2 times). 
TABLE XXI 
LIST OF TOPICS ON WHICH TEACHERS REPORT NO TIME IS SPENT 
DURING THE OONDUCT OF FACULTY MEETINGS 
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Topics Reported Number of Times Reported 
Use of Library 146 
Transportation 129 
Field Trips 127 
Lunch Programs 125 
Salaries 107 
Local, State, National 
Teachers• Organizations 107 
Safety Pa~rol 103 
School Bu~et 97 
Extra-Curr~cular Activit!•• 87 
Assembly Programs 77 
Grading Papers 74 
Working Conditions 73 
Homework 70 
Audio-Visual Aids 69 
P. T. A. Plans 57 
Discipline 56 
Testing 47 
Playground Problems 45 
Parent Conferences 33 
Report Cards 18 
Curriculum 17 
Building Procedures 9 
Teacher's Duties 7 
Table XXI lists the topics and the number of times 
they were reported by teachers as those topics on which no 
time was spent in the conduct of teachers' meetings in their 
schools during the year. Teachers were requested to place a 
zero (0) in front of any of the 23 topics listed in the ques-
tion contained in the questionnaire to indicate that no time 
had been spent in discussion of them at their meetings. 
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Three hundred forty-one teachers out of 341 surveyed 
responded to the question. Most teachers placed zeros in 
front of from 6 to 7 topics in varied degree. Same teachers 
placed zeros in front of more than 7 topics. Other teachers 
placed zeros in front of less than 6 topics. All topics were 
reported. The topics were reported from as high as 146 times 
("Use of Library") to as low as 7 times ("Teacher • s Duties"). I 
The "Use of Library" topic was reported as the topic 
on which the least amount of time had been spent in discus-
sion during the conduct of teachers• meetings. "Salaries" 
and "Local, State, National Teachers • Organizations" were 
both reported 107 times. All other topics followed a normal 
sequential number pattern from high to low degree. I 
I 
TABlE XXII 
LIST OF TOPICS ON WHICH PRINCIPALS REPORT MOST TIME IS 
SPENT DURING THE CONDUCT OF FACULTY MEETINGS 
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Topics Reported Number of Times Reported 
Curriculum 19 
Report Cards 19 
Building Procedures 16 
Testing 14 
Teacher's Duties 13 
Homework 10 
Parent Conferences 9 
Assembly Programs S 
P. T. A. Plans S 
Extra-Curricular Activities 3 
Field Trips 3 
Grading Papers 3 
School Budget 3 
Use of Library 3 
Audio-Visual Aids 2 
Discipline 2 
Lunch Programs 2 
Salaries 2 
Playground Problems l 
Safety Patrol 1 
Transportation 1. 
Working Conditions l 
Local, State, National Teachers' 
Organizations 1 
Table XXII lists the topics and the number of times 
they were reported by principals in relation to subjects dis-
cussed in the conduct of teachers' meetings in their sChools 
during the year. Principals were requested to Check S topics 
out of 23 topics which were to indicate those topics on which 
most time had been spent. TWenty-five principals out of 25 
principals surveyed responded to the question. Most of the 
I 
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principals reporting cbecked 5 topics. Some checked more 
than S topics. Other principals checked less than S topics. 
All topics were reported. The topics were reported from as 
high as 19 times ("Curriculum" and "Report Cards") to as low 
as one time ("Playground Problems", "Safety Patrol", "Trans-
portation", '1Working Conditions" and "Local, State, National 
Teachers" Organizations"). 
The S topics reported as being discussed aost by 
principals at teachers' meetings were: "Curriculum", ''Report 
Cards t', "Building Procedures", "Testing", and "Teacher's 
Duties". "Assembly Programs" and ''P. T. A. Plans" were re-
ported S times each. ''Extra-Curricular Activities", "Field 
Trips", "Grading Papers", "School Budget", and ''Use of Lib-
rary" were reported 3 times each. "Audio-Visual Aids", 
''Discipline", "Lunch Programs u, and nsalaries" were reported 
two times each. All other t~pics followed a normal sequential 
number pattern from high to low degree. 
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TABLE XXIII 
LIST OF TOPICS ON WHICH PRINCIPALS REPORT NO TIME IS SPENT 
DURING 'IHE CONDUCT OF FACULTY MEETINGS 
Topics Reported Number of Times Reported 
Salar~es 12 
School Budget 12 
Use of Library 12 
Lunch Programs 10 
Safety Patrol 10 
Transportation 9 
Local, State, National 
Teachers' Organizations 7 
Grading Papers 6 
Field Trips S 
P. T. A. Plans 4 
Homework 3 
Working Conditions 3 
Discipline 2 
Extra-Curricular Activities 2 
Assembly Programs 1 
Audio-Visual Aids 1 
Building Procedures 1 
Parent Conferences 1 
Play~round Problems 1 
Test~ng 1 
Curriculum 0 
Report Cards 0 
Teacher's Duties 0 
Table XXIII lists the topics and the number of times 
they were reported by principals as those topics on which no 
time was spent in the conduct of teachers' meetings in their 
la~nn~ls during the year. Principals were requested to place 
1
a zero (0) in front of any of the 23 topics listed in the 
1
question contained in the questionnaire to indicate that no 
ltime had been spent in discussion of them at teachers• 
11\ee tings. 
Twenty-five principals out of 25 principals surveyed 
reported on the question. Most principals placed zeros in 
front of from 5 to 7 topics in varied degree. Some princ 
placed zeros in front of more than 7 topics. Other princ 
placed zeros in front of le:ss than 5 topics. Three topics 
were not reporte4.,("0urriculum11 , ''Report Cards" and "Teacher's 
Duties"). All other topics were reported. Topics were re-
ported from as high as 12 times ("Salaries", "School Budget", 
and ''Use of Library"), to as low as one time ("Assembly Pro-
grams", "Audio-Visual Aids", ''Building ~edures", "Parent 
Conferences", ''Playground Problems", and "Testing"). 
"Salaries", "School Budget", and nuse of Librarytt 
topics were reported equally as the topics on which the least 
amount of time had been spent in discussion during the conduct 
of teachers• meetings. "Lunch Programs" and "Safety Patrol" 
were reported 10 times each. "Homework" and "Working Condi-
tions" were reported 3 times each. "Discipline" and "Extra-
ar Activities" were reported 2 times each. All other 
~~L·~~s followed a normal sequential number pattern from high 
low degree. 
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TABLE XXIV 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS REPORTING SATISFACTION .AND DISSATISFACTION 
WITH TEACHERS' MEETINGS CONDUCTED DURING THE YEAR 
'Ieachers Teachers Teachers Schools Satisfied Dissatisfied Not Reporting 
A'' 1 3 3 4 A 2-3 1 1 1 A4 4 2 1 A 5 4 2 4 A 6 4 3 5 
A1 2 3 8 
B 1-2 
-
4 13 B 3-4 10 1 9 B 5-6 2 1 12 
B 7-8-9 7 3 8 
B 10 3 1 13 
c 1 5 5 12 
c 2 2 1 3 
c 3 2 1 4 
c 4 1 1 7 
c 5 1 2 4 
c 6 1 
-
7 
c 7 1 
-
6 
D 1-2 2 2 11 
D 3 8 
-
8 
E 1 3 14 2 
E 2-3 6 1 10 
E 4 4 
-
10 
E S 4 2 8 
E 6 4 3 13 
Table XXIV lists the number of teachers who reported 
being satisfied or dissatisfied with teachers' meetings held 
in their buildings during the year. In attempting to deter-
~ine the feelings of teachers in relation to the conduct of 
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their meetings, the following question was asked: !f you ~ 
complete freedom to state how your faculty meetings could ~ 
improved, ~ constructive suggestions could you ~ !:!. .!. 
teacher to benefit the total school structure? OUt of 341 
teachers surveyed, 146 teachers responded to the question. 
Ninety teachers reported satisfaction with their teachers' 
meetings. Fifty-six teachers reported dissatisfaction with 
their teachers' meetings. One hundred ninety-five teachers 
did not report on the question. 
Inasmuch as the question was open-ended and allowed a 
wide variety of answers, it was decided not to make a com-
parison between individual principals and their teachers. In 
classifying the responses of the teachers, it was most impor-
tant to study very closely the tone of their answers to the 
question. If an answer contained a positive reaction, it was 
included in the "Teachers Satisfied" column. If an answer cozt-
tained a negative reaction, it was included in the "Teachers 
Dissatisfied" column. Another grouping was classified 
"Teachers Not Reporting". Most of the answers returned were 
rather short in length; only a few were more than a paragraph 
long. 
The following samples are listed to report the nature 
of their contents in relation to the question asked: 
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Responses: 
"Teachers Satisfied" 
"I don't think our faculty meetings need to be improved 
We have them when it is necessary and every teacher has a 
chance to say just what he or she thinks without fear of 
reprisal. I think this is the way all teachers' mee tinge 
should be held." 
"I feel the faculty meetings we have are at their best. 
They always have a purpose and run smoothly. Actually a 
form of teachers' meetings is held almost every morning 
when we each visit the principal's office, on our own, as 
we come into the building in the morning." 
"I am very satisfied with the way in which teachers' 
meetings are held at our school. When it is necessary to 
discuss some important matter, meetings are held. We may 
have a conference at any scheduled time with our princi-
pal." 
"I do not feel that our meetings require improvement. 
We meet infb rmally t cover whatever needs to be taken care 
of; and do not hes1tate to contribute if we feel the need 
to do so. 11 
"I feel that our meetings have been conducted adequatel. 
- including only necessary topics for discussion. At the 
same time, they provide us with the opportunity to discuss 
any problems we might have." 
"Our meetings are brief and to the point. We have 
freedom to express our views and opinions frankly. At the 
end of the day, we are tired. We have meetings only when 
necessary." 
"Teachers Dissatisfied" 
"I feel that many things discussed during our teachers' 
meetings could better be taken care of in a monthly bul-
letin. More time should be spent in discussing educa-
tional procedures and methods in smaller groups. The 
meetings should be held at least once a month, and twice 
a month in September and October." 
"Teachers' meetings should not be'held after school 
hours. There should be less gossip and more real talk 
about professional material."' 
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"Since it is the teachers who have to administer the 
rules and regulations and see that they are carried out, 
more confidence should be placed in their judgments and 
opinions in the fonnulation of these regulations. Too 
much of the administrative poli~y is issued from "head-
quarters" without consultation with the various faculties. 
Good teachers have many intelligent, common sense ideas 
and opinions, but too often they are not interviewed or 
their opinions are considered of little consequence." 
"I feel our meetings are not conducted in a democratic 
way. We are told!" 
"I feel that most of the teachers are quite tired 
after a full school day and that after school is a bad 
time for a meeting. Early school dismissals on the day 
of meetings and or a teachers' bulletin might be helpful." 
'~etings are usually reports of previous principals' 
meetings; called at short notice. Meetings voul<Lbe more 
beneficial if planned for the future with more notice 
given so that some time could be given to the thought of 
subjects presented to be discussed.u 
CHAPTER IV 
• SUMMARY l~D CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1he value of teachers' meetings is questioned by many 
teachers. If meetings were planned and conducted properly, 
teachers would not complain, so the authorities cla~. The 
proper method of planning is to use the democratic method 
with a participative approach and allow the teachers to help 
in making the plans for forthcoming meetings. It is this 
concern that has prompted the present study which is an 
attempt to: (1) establish the viewpoints of elementary prin-
cipals and their teachers toward teachers' meetings as they 
are conducted within individual schools, and (2) to determine 
which factors principals and teachers feel are ~ or less 
effective in the conduct of teachers' meetings. 
In order to obtain the necessary data, two instruments 
were constructed and sent to twenty-five supervising princi-
pals and their three hundred sixty-two teachers within five 
towns in Massachusetts. 
The instruments attempted to gain an insight into the 
status of teachers' meetings conducted by the principals, as 
well as seeking the teachers• viewpoints regarding these meet-
ings as they are being conducted within their buildings. The 
number of meetings held, the planned frequency and length of 
meetings, difficulties in the scheduling of meetings, use of 
• I 
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agenda, values derived from meetings, physical factors con-
ducive to good meetings, topics discussed during the meetings, 
and the use of teacher bulletins were the investigators• con-
cerns. 
Twenty-five (or 100 per cent) of the principals' ques-
tionnaires were retumed, and 341 (or 94.19 per cent) of the 
teachers• questionnaires were returned. 
The conclusions made, based on the questionnaires re-
turned, follow: 
1. A greater number of principals and teachers said 
that six meetings had been held during the first half of the 
school year. 
That six meetings had been held during the first half 
of the school year was reported by five principals and fifty-
four teachers. Four teachers reported that only one faculty 
meeting had been held thus far in this year; while seventeen 
more said that two meetings had been conducted within their 
buildings. Three meetings were reported to have been held by 
two principals and thirty-seven teachers; while four meetings 
were said to have been conducted by two principals and thirty-
six teachers. Four principals and thirty-eight teachers re-
ported that five faculty meetings had been held thus far 
during this year; while two more principals and thirty-six 
teachers reported seven meetings had been held within their 
buildings. Eight meetings were reported held by one principal 
twelve teachers; while nine meetings were said to have 
conducted by one principal and six teachers. Fifteen 
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reported that ten meetings had been held within their 
Finally, five principals and twenty-four teachers 
said that eleven or more faculty meetings had been held during 
the first half of the school year. Three principals and 
two teachers did not report on the item. 
2. A majority of the principals and teachers agreed 
that their are held unstated times 
Twelve principals and one hundred ninety-four teachers 
indicated that their-meetings were held at unstated times. 
However, one principal and seven teachers said they held meet-
ings weekly. Two principals and fifteen teachers reported 
tings were held once every two weeks in their buildings. 
Nine principals and one hundred nine teachers said their 
meetings were held monthly. Finally, one principal and thir-
teen teachers said their ~eetings were held at times other 
than those specified in the questionnaire. Three teachers did 
not report on the item. 
3. A majority of the principals and teachers agreed 
that their meetings are held at the end of the day. 
Twenty-one principals and two hundred eighty-eight 
teachers reported meetings were held at the end of the day. 
However, four principals and fif"t¥ -one teachers said meetings 
.. 
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~ithin their buildings were held at the beginning of the day. 
One teacher reported that meetings were held during released 
time in the day. One teacher did not report on the item. 
4. A majority of principals reported that their 
teachers were given a preference in choosing days and times 
when meetings were to be called. However, a majority of 
teachers said they were not allowed any preference. 
Fifteen principals and one hundred thirty-one teachers 
reported that they were given a preference in choosing days 
and times when meetings were to be called. Eight principals 
and two hundred four teachers said that no preference was 
allowed. Two principals and six teachers did not respond to 
this question. 
s. ~~ny teachers felt that they should be allowed a 
Ereference in choosing days and times when meetings are to be 
called because of a feeling of the necessity of time to be 
spent on daily work. 
Forty-five teachers reported a feeling of necessity of 
time to be spent on daily work as the most important reason 
why teachers should be given a preference in choosing t~es 
and days when meetings are to be called. Forty-four teachers 
felt that time spent on group and individual conferences, 
whether they be parent or pupil is a secondary reason why 
teachers should be given a preference as to when meetings are 
scheduled. Outside engagements were reported by forty-three 
' 
teachers, while time involvements with the taking of educa-
tional co~rses were reported by fo~y teachers as reasons 
for teachers being given a preference as to when meetings 
should be conducted. Transportation problems were reported 
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by twenty-five teachers, while workshops within the total 
school system were reported by ten teacher~ and other reasons 
were reported by fourteen teachers as the reasons why teachers 
should be given a preference in choosing the days and times 
when meetings should be conducted. One hundred twenty 
did not report on the item. 
6. A majority of principals felt that their meetings 
were of great value; while a majority of teachers felt the 
meetings were of some value only. 
Fifteen principals and eighty-five teachers reported 
their meetings to have been of great value. Ten principals 
and two hundred twenty-five teachers said their meetings had 
been of some value as opposed to great value. Twenty-eight 
teachers said their meetings had been of little value. Three 
teachers did not report on the item. 
7. The three greatest values derived from facul;y 
were: first 
lt~~ch~r~. the three greatest values derived from faculty 
!meetings were: first, aiding professional growth; second. 
preservation of the democratic apProach in the educational 
processes; and third, an increase of morale. 
8.3 
Aiding professional growth was checked twenty-one times 
!by principals and two hundred fifty-three times by teachers; 
lwhile the preservation of the democratic approach in the 
l~rut~~tional processes was checked fifteen times by principals 
and two hundred thirteen times by teachers as the greatest 
values to be derived from faculty ~etings. The promotion of 
a deeper understanding of human values, as a value of teachers 
meetings, was checked fourteen times by principals and one 
hundred twenty-six times by teachers; while an increase of 
morale was checked ten times by principals and one hundred 
seventy-nine times by teachers. Principals checked instilling 
confidence in beginning teachers thirteen times, while teacher 
checked it one hundred eleven times. 
8. The average length of teachers' meetings is one 
hour. 
The one-hour length for a teachers' meeting was re-
ported by fourteen principals and one hundred sixty-five 
teachers. Six principals and one hundred thirty-four teachers 
participate in meetings that are one-half hour in length. One 
and one-half hours was reported to be the average length of 
!meetings conducted by four principals and participated in by 
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forty-two teachers. One principal did not report this item. 
9. The desirable length of a teachers' meeting is one 
hour. 
The one-hour desirable length of a teachers' meeting 
was reported by fifteen principals and one hundred seventy-
four teachers. Four principals and one hundred thirty-seven 
teachers felt that one-half hour was a desirable length for 
a teachers' meeting. Four other principals and thirteen 
teachers reported one and one-half hours as being the desirab 
length for a teachers' meeting; while one teacher felt that 
two hours should be the desirable length fur a meeting. Two 
principals and sixteen teachers did not report on the item. 
10. A majority of principals reported that their 
teachers were presented agenda for the meetings. On the con-
trary, a majority of teachers reported that they were not pre-
sented agenda for the meetings. 
Thirteen principals and one hundred forty teachers re-
ported that agenda were presented for their meetings. Ten 
principals and one hundred eighty-nine teachers said that 
agenda were not distributed for their meetings. Two princi-
pals and twelve teachers did not report on the item. 
11. Of the sixteen principals reporting, more said 
that resented three to a week before the 
teachers more said that ted at 
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the meeting. 
Agenda being presented three days to a week before the 
meeting was reported by seven principals and fifty-one 
teachers. Five principals and eighty-six teachers said the 
agenda were presented at the meetings. Four principals and 
forty-four teachers reported that agenda were distributed a 
before the meeting. Nine principals and one hundred sixty 
teachers did not report on the item. 
12. Of the twenty-five principals and three hundred 
three teachers on the item ls 
ties were ven to contri-
items to be included on the agenda. 
TWenty principals and one hundred sixty-two teachers 
that teachers were given an opportunity to contribute 
to be included on the agenda. Four principals and one 
forty-one teachers said that teachers were not given 
opportunity to contribute items to be included on the 
One principal and thirty-eight teachers did not re-
on the item. 
13. A majority of principals reporting said that op-
ortunities were ven to revise the at the be 
of teachers said that 
rtunities were not ven to revise the a at the be-
of a scheduled mee 
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Ten principals and seventy-three teachers said oppor-
tunities were given for revising the agenda; while eight 
principals and one hundred seventy-eight teachers reported 
that no opportunity was given to revise agenda before 
scheduled meetings. Seven principals and ninety teachers did 
not report on the item. 
14. Principals and teachers agreed that relaxation 
was provided at their meetings. 
Eighteen principals and one hundred ninety teachers 
said that relaxation was provided at their meetings. Six 
principals and one hundred thirty-four teachers said that re-
laxation was not provided at their faculty meetings. One 
principal and seventeen teachers did not report on the item. 
15. Of the principals reporting this item, a majori;y 
said that refreshments were served at their faculty meetings; 
while of the were not. 
Thirteen principals and one hundred twelve teachers re-
ported refreshments were served at their meetings. Ten prin-
cipals and one hundred eighty-four teachers said that refresh-
ments were not served at their meetings. Two principals and 
forty-five teachers did not report on the it~. 
16. A majority of principals and teachers agreed that 
their meetings were held in informal surroundings. 
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TWenty-four principals and two hundred sixty-nine 
teachers said that their meetings were held in informal sur-
roundings with face-to-face seating arrangements. Sixty-three 
teachers reported their meetings were not held in informal 
surroundings. One principal and nine teachers did not report 
on the item. 
17. Principals and teachers felt that much of what is 
discussed at faculty meetings could not be better taken care 
of through the distribution of teacher bulletins. 
Fifteen principals and one hundred sixty-eight teachers 
said that the distribution of teacher bulletins could not 
handle better many of the items which are discussed at faculty 
meetings. Nine principals and one hundred forty-six teachers 
felt that much of what is discussed at faculty meetings could 
be better handled through the distribution of teacher bulle-
tins. One principal and twenty-seven teachers did not report 
the item. 
18. Prine h other 
cerning the topics which they both felt were discussed most 
the conduct of teachers' meet 
The five topics chosen by teachers as those being most 
discussed at teachers' meetings were reported from high to low 
degree as follows: Building Procedures (reported 242 times), 
Teacher's Duties (238), Curriculum (212), Report Cards (155), 
and Testing (103). 
The five topics chosen by principals as those being 
most discussed at teachers' meetings were reported from high 
to low as follows: CUrriculum (reported 19 times), Report 
Cards (19), Building Procedures (16), Testing (14), and 
Teacher's Duties (13). 
19. Agreement was shown by principals and teachers in 
the discussion had been 
spent on during the conduct of teachers' meetings. 
The major topics chosen by teachers as those which no 
time had been spent on during the conduct of teachers' meet-
ings were: Use of Library (reported 146 times) , Transporta 
(129), Field Trips (127), Lunch Programs (125), Sa1aries,and 
Local, State and National Teachers' Organizations (107). 
Those chosen by principals were: Salaries (12), School 
Budget (12), Use of Library (12), Lunch Programs (10), and 
Safety Patrol (10). 
20. More teachers were satisfied than were dissatis-
fied with the manner in which f were conducted 
Ninety teachers reported satisfaction with their teach-
ers' meetings. Fifty-six teachers reported dissatisfaction in 
that their meetings could be improved to same degree. One 
dred ninety-five teachers did not report on the item. 
It will be noted in Items 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, and 15 
that the majority of teachers replying did not agree with the 
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principals. In Item 7, the principals and teachers agreed on 
two of the greatest values derived from faculty meetings. '!he 
ldiA~a~~~~ twas only in the third value reported. ~· ·, 
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APPENDIX A. 
TEA.CHERS' MEETINGS 
To The Cooperating Principal: 
The following checklist is intended to establish princi-
pals' viewpoints on teachers' meetings as they are conducted 
within individual schools. To complete this study, data will 
be gathered from several Massachusetts communities. All data 
collected will be held confidential. Each instrument should 
be returned anonymously. 
The results of the study being made will be used in de-
termining which factors principals feel are more or less ef-
fective in the conduct of teachers' meetings:--- ----
You will notice that in some instances we have asked your 
reasons for reacting the way you do. We realize that this 
will take some more of your time than would checklist items 
alone. However, we feel that reasons given by principals 
will make our study a much more reliable one than if they 
were not included. 
After completing the instrument, kindly seal it in the 
enclosed e~elope and return it to your superintendent. 
Thank you for your cooperation in giving your time to 
aid us with this study. 
Teachers' Meeting Project 
Administration Seminar 
Boston Uni versi. ty 
VIEWPOINTS OF PRINCIPALS TOWARD TEACHERS' MEETINGS AND 
WHAT THEIR TEACHE'lfS THINK 
PRINCIPALS' INSTRUMENT 
PART I 
1. Please check one: 
Are you a-
a) first year principal 
·b) second year principal 
c) third year principal 
d) principal lith 4 to 10 years experience 
e) a principal with more than 10 years 
experience 
2. How many faculty meetings have you had thus far 
this year? 
3. A. Are your faculty meetings held: (please check) 
a) before the beginning of the school day 
b) after the completion of the school day 
c) on some released time in the school day 
B. If meetings are held before or after school hours, 
are teachers given a preference in choosing days 
and times when meetings are to be called? 
Yes No 
tS 
4. Please check the planned frequency of faculty meeti_ng_s_ 
in your building. 
a) twice a week 
b) weekly 
c) once every 2 weeks 
d) monthly 
e) not at stated times 
f) others ---
s. To what degree have these meetings been of value to you? 
(please check) 
a) of little value 
b) of some value 
c) of great value 
6. Please check three (3) of the items below which you feel 
are the greatest values to come out of teachers• meet-
ings. They should be most important to you. 
a) increase of morale 
b) aid professional growth 
c) instill confi48Dce in beginning teachers 
d) promote deeper understandings of human 
values 
e) preservation of the democratic approach 
in the educational processes 
7. A. Please check the average length of your meetings: 
a) t hour 
b) 1 hour 
c) 1 t hours 
d) 2 hours 
e) more than the above 
B. Please check what you feel the average length of 
a meeting should be: 
a) t hour 
b) l hour 
c) l t hours 
d) 2 hours 
e) more than the above 
8. A. Do you present the teachers with an agenda for 
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each meeting? Yes No ____ _ 
B. If No, why not? (please specify) 
c. If Yes, how far in advance do you pass it out? 
(please check) 
a) at meeting 
b) day before meeting 
c) three days to a week before the meeting 
9. A. Do you invite teachers to contribute items to 
include on the agenda? Yes No ____ _ 
B. If No, why not? (please specify) 
10. Do you give teachers opportunities to revise agenda at 
the begitu1ing of scheduled meetings? Yes No __ _ 
11. Is relaxation provided for at your faculty meetings? 
Yes No ____ _ 
• 
• 
I 
I 
ji 
'I I. 
I' 
II 
i 
!, 
!I 1'13. 
·I 
14. 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
:I 
I; 
I 15. 
,I 
.I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I! I 
,; 
I 
i 
II 
If Yes, what type of relaxation is provided? 
(please specify) 
What type of relaxation do you suggest should be 
provided? (please specify) 
If not desirable, why not? (please specify) !I 
II 
Are meetings held in informal surroundings with face to ~ I, face seating arrangements? Yes No ___ _ 
!I 
II 
Do you prefer this type arrangement? Yes No 
--- ---
If No, why? (please specify) !I il 
ij J, 
c ,, ,, 
Do you use a flexible furniture arrangement which will 
permit the meeting to break into small groups when 
I! 
II 
li 
desirable? Yes No 
---
If No, would you prefer such a flexible arrangement? II II ji 
Ji 
Yes No 
---
Schools vary greatly in what is taken up in faculty 
meetings. Fram the long list below, please check the 
five (5) topics which you feel the most time has been I !, 
!i spent on in your meetings this year • 
a) Assembly Programs 
---:b) Audio-Visual Aids 
___ c) Building Procedures 
___ d) Curriculum 
e) Discipline 
----f) Extra-Curricular Activi-
g) 
h) 
__ .....;i) 
j) 
_ __,k) 
__ 1) 
ties 
Field Trips 
Grading Papers 
Homework 
Lunch Programs 
Parent Conferences 
Playground Problems 
m) 
__ .....;n) 
o) 
--p) 
__ q) 
r) 
---
II P.T.A. Plans !I 
Report Cards II 
Safety Patrol
1
11' 
Salaries , 
School Budget!, 
Teacher' s ~·1 Duties 1 
_____ s) Transportati~ 
_____ t) Use of Libra 
___ u) Working Con- 1. 
ditions i1 
___ v) Testing l 
w) Local, State,! 
:-::N~at-=-l.r• o-nal Teachers' !i 
Organizations il 
I 
Others (specify) 
x) 
y) 
z) 
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16. Please put a zero (0) in front of the items above on 
which no time has been spent. 
17. Do you feel that much of what is discussed at faculty 
meetings could better be taken care of through the dis-
tribution of teacher bulletins? Yes No 
-----
18. Have any faculty meetings in your building this year 
been conducted by a teacher or a group of teachers? 
Yes No 
a) often -----
b) occasionally 
c) never 
19. Do you feel you give enough freedom to teachers in al-
lowing them to express their convictions at faculty 
meetings? Yes No 
-----
20. What do you feel could be done at faculty meetings to 
encourage teachers to participate more and as a result 
benefit the total school structure? (please specify) 
21. How many teachers on your faculty? 
22. Have faculty meetings been difficult to schedule in 
your building? Yes No ____ _ 
If Yes, 
check) 
_____ a) 
____ b) 
_____ c) 
____ d) 
what has made scheduling difficult? (please 
a long school day 
a crowded calendar 
transportation problems 
meetings after school (within total school 
system) 
e) teachers' taking of courses for professional 
----- growth 
f) teachers' feeling of necessity of time to be 
----- spent on classroom environment and preparation 
of daily work 
----~g) group and/or individual conferences (pupil and 
parent 
Other difficulties (please specify) 
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23. Faculty meetings are held in my school because of the 
following reason or reasons: 
a) Superintendent's requirement ------~b) School Board requirement 
c) Principal's personal desire 
-------d) Needs felt by and demands of teachers 
I 
f 
,! 
:j 
'I i 
'1
1
1 ~ I! II I 
II TEACHERS. MEET! NGS I! 
il :1 
11 I 
i! h 
I' 1he following checklist is intended to establish !I 
l teachers' viewpoints on teachers' meetings as they are con- !li ducted within school buildings. To complete this study, l 
'!·1 .. data will be gathered from several Massachusetts communities.
1
11 
,1 All data collected will be held confidential. Each instru-
1: ment should be returned anonymously. 1 ~ The results of the study being made will be used in 1:,:! 
determining which factors teachers feel are more or less 
, effective in the conducting of teachers' meetings. 11 
I After completing the instrument, kindly enclose and ll 
,I seal the envelope before returning it to your principal. il l Thank you for your cooperation in the giving of your time in 11 
l aiding us with this study. II 
\1 II 
11 Teachers' Meetings Project !i 
II Administration Seminar il 
:,;·1; Boston University jj 
II ~ 1.11 
I 1.1 :I 
!I II 
II il I JJ 
;j 11l II 
',I I! 
i' il 
! ij 
•, I 
I 
I, 
II 
H ,, 
ll 
" 
L 
I. 
~ 
II ,,
\I 
II 
'I I: ll ,, 
II II !, 
:: ;i ii 
li 
II 
H 
i! il 
:: !I 
., 
ll 
VIEWPOINT OF PRINCIPALS 'l'CMARD TEACHERS' :MEETINGS 
AND WHAT THEIR TEACHERS THINK 
TEACHERS' INSTRUMENT 
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l. Please check one: 
Are you a -
a) first year teacher? 
b) second year teacher? 
c) third year teacher? 
d) teacher with 4 to 10 years experience? 
e) a teacher with more than 10 years 
experience? 
2. How many faculty meetings have you had thus far this 
year? 
3. A. Are 
a) 
b) 
c) 
your faculty meetings held: (please check) 
before the beginning of the school day? ____ _ 
after the completion of the school day? ____ _ 
on some released time in the school day? 
----
B. If meetings are held before or after school hours, 
are you given a preference in choosing days and 
times when meetings are to be called? Yes No 
---II 
c. If No, what are some of the reasons why you feel you 
should be given a preference in helping to specify 
meeting times? (please check) 
a) Time involvements with the taking of edu-
----- cational courses 
b) Group and individual conferences (pupil and 
--- parent) 
c) Workshops within the total school system 
----d) Feeling of necessity of time to be spent on 
classroom preparation of daily work 
e) Transportation problems 
---f) Outside engagements 
Others (please specify) 
g) 
--h) 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
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4. Please check the planned frequency of faculty meetings 
in your building. 
a) twice a week 
b) weekly 
c) once every two weeks 
d) monthly 
e) not at stated times 
f) others (specify) 
s. To what degree have these meetings been of value to you? 
(please check) 
a) of little value 
--~b) of some value 
____ c) of great value 
6. Please check three (3) of the items listed below which 
you feel are the greatest values to come out of teachers' 
meetings. They should be most important to you. 
a) increase of morale 
---~ b) aid professional growth 
----c) instill confidence in beginning teachers 
_____ d) promote deeper understanding of human values 
_____ e) preservation of the democratic approach in the 
educational processes 
7. A. Please check the average length of your meetings. 
a) t hour 
---....,b) 1 hour 
c) 1 t hours 
---d) 2 hours 
e) more than above 
---
B. Please check what you feel the average length of a 
meeting should be: 
a) t hour 
---. b) 1 hour 
---c) 1 t hours 
d) 2 hours 
---e) more than above 
8. A. Are you presented an agenda for each meeting? 
Yes No 
---
B. If No, would you appreciate having an agenda presentee 
to you before the scheduled meeting? Yes No ____ _ 
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a. c. If Yes, how far in advance of the scheduled meeting 
do you receive your agenda? 
----~a) at the meeting 
b) day before 
-----c) three days to a week before 
9. A. Are you invited to contribute items to be included 
on the agenda? Yes No ____ _ 
B. If No, would you like to be given an opportunity to 
contribute items for the agenda? Yes No 
-----
10. Are opportunities given to revise the agenda at the be-
ginning of a scheduled meeting? Yes No ____ _ 
11. Is relaxation provided for at your faculty meetings? 
Yes No 
-----
If Yes, what type of relaxation is provided? (please 
specify) 
If No, do you have a desire for such? Yes No 
----- -----
What type of relaxation do you suggest should be pro-
vided? (please specify) 
12. Are refreshments served at your meetings?Yes No 
-----
If No, do you feel this would be desirable? 
Yes No 
If Not desirable, why not? (please specify) -----
13. Are meetings held in informal surroundings with face to 
face seating arrangements? Yes No 
-----
Yes No Do you prefer this type arrangement? 
If No, why? (please specify) 
----- -----
4. Do you use a flexible furniture arrangement which will 
permit the meeting to break into small groups when 
desirable? Yes No 
-----
II 
I 
15. 
II 
ll 
I 
16. 
,, 
17. 
·! II 
1i 
!I 
II 
II 
li ~i 
li II 
II ii 
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Schools vary greatly in what is taken up 
ings. From the list below, please check 
on which you feel the most time has been 
in faculty meet-1 
the five topics 
spent in your 
meetings in your particular school. 
a) Assembly Programs 
----~b) Audio-Visual Aids 
c) Building Procedures 
---d) Curriculum 
e) Discipline 
m) 
-----n) P.T.A. Plans Report Cards 
Safety Patrol 
Salaries 
School Budget 
Teacher's -----f) Extra-Curricular Activi-
ties 
g) Field Trips 
--~h) Grading Papers 
i) Homework 
---j) Lunch ~rograms 
___ o) 
__ _,.p) 
___ q) 
___ r) 
s) 
--t) 
u) 
---
Duties 
Transportation 
Use of Library 
Working Con- I 
ditions 
----~k) Parent Conferences 
_____ 1) Playground Problems 
___ v) Testing 'j 
=-~-w) Local, State, Nat~onal Teachers' 1~1 
Others 
x) 
Organizations 'I (specify) I 
II 
I' 
y) 
z) 
Please put a zero (0) in front of the items on the above 
list on which no time has been spent. 
Do you feel that much of what is discussed at faculty 
meetings could be better taken care of through the 
distribution of teacher bulletins? Yes No 
---
Have any meetings in your building this year been con-
ducted by a teacher or a group of teachers? 
a) often 
--~b) occasionally 
___ c) never 
Do you feel you have enough freedom in expressing your 
convictions at faculty meetings? Yes No 
If No, please check why you feel this way. 
a) feeling of insecurity 
----. b) older teachers monopolize meetings 
----c) not familiar enough with school policy 
d) principal does not encourage comment 
---
____ e) meetings are not stimulating enough 
---
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20. If you had complete freedom to state how your faculty 
meetings could be improved, what constructive suggestions 
could you make as a teacher to benefit the total school 
structure? 
APPENDIX B. 
LETI'ER OF EXPLANATION AND INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE 
SENT TO SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS 
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January 28, 1961 
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
TWo of the people in my Seminar in Elementary School Admini-
stration, as a joint masters' thesis, are making a study of 
Teachers' Meetiess from the viewpoint of the principal and 
from the viewpo1nt of the teachers. We wonder how closely 
their views will coincide. 
This study will be done only in schools where there are super-
vising principals. I have chosen five towns with thirty-two 
principals in the hope that all five will respond favorably to 
this invitation to participate. Enclosed is a copy of the in-
strument to be used with the principals. The one for the 
teachers is very similar. 
It will work this way. You will let me know that your super-
vising principals are willing to participate. You will give 
me their names, schools, and the number of teachers in each 
school. We will mail to the pr1ncipal hiS quest1onnaire and 
quest1onnaires for each of his teachers. Each will be in an 
envelope which will be sealed by each respondent. Teachers 
will return their sealed envelopes in to the principal, who 
will add his sealed envelope, tie the bundle together, and 
turn it in to the superintendent. We will pick up the bundles 
at the superintendent's office when they have all been re-
ceived there. 
are not interested in names on any of the returns, nor will 
we use the names of the towns in the thesis. At the comple-
tion of the study the two Seminar people will send back to the 
superintendent's office enough copies of a summary report for 
distribution to the principals. 
In order to facilitate the study I hope I may have a reply 
from you as soon as you are able to determine the willingness 
of your principals to take part. 
Sincerely yours, 
W. Linwood Chase 
Dear 
LETTER OF DIRECTIVES SENT TO PRINCIPALS 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
332 Bay State Road 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
March 7, 1961 
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When you have completed your own checklist will you 
ase include it with your teachers' checklist in the en-
sed envelope. Please seal the large envelope and return 
to your superintendent's office. 
It would be deeply appreciated by those conducting the 
if you could return these to your superintendent by 
17, 1961. 
you for your cooperative participation in the 
Sincerely, 
Boston University Seminar 
Study in Elementary 
Education 
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lETTER OF PROCEDURES SENT TO SUPERINTENDENTS 
March a, 1961 
We have heard from Dr. Linwood Chase of Boston Univer-
sity that your school syste~ has agreed to allow the super-
vising principals of the elementary schools in your town to 
participate in the study now being made of Teachers' Meetings 
from the viewpoints of principals and the viewpoints of the 
teachers. We who are engaged in this specific project are 
most grateful for your cooperation in this matter. 
In relation to this study, we have mailed to each of 
your participating supervising principals a questionnaire and 
also questionnaires for each of his teachers. The date of 
mailing was .Tuesday, March 7, 1961. 
It is hoped that each of the principals will have col-
lected all questionnaires by March 17, 1961. We are suggest-
ing this date to them as we have your office. They further 
are being requested to add their sealed envelopes, secure the 
bundle, and turn the total bundle into the office of the supez~ 
intendent. I am in hopes that they will be available for 
pick up around March 22, 1961. 
We plan on calling the secretary of your office on 
March 22, 1961 1 t~ find out whether or not the bundles will be ready for p1ck1ng up by then. Thank you once again for 
such splendid cooperation~ At the. completion of the study 
we will send back to your office enough copies of a summary 
report for distribution to the principals. 
Sincerely yours, 
Teachers' Meetings 
Project 
